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Abstract 

Proposals and experiment a1 evidence, from both numerical simulations and 
laboratory experiments, regarding the behavior of level sets in turbulent flows are 

reviewed. Isoscalar surfaces in turbulent flows, at least in liquid-phase turbulent 
jets, where extensive experiments have been undertaken, appear to have a geom- 

etry that is more complex than (constant-D) fractal. Their description requires 
an extension of the original, scale-invariant, fractal framework that can be cast in 

terms of a variable (scale-dependent) coverage dimension, Dd(X). The extension 
to a scale-dependent framework allows level-set coverage statistics to be related to 
other quantities of interest. In addition to the pdf of point-spacings (in 1-D), it 
can be related to the scale-dependent surface-to-volume (perimeter-to-area in 2-D) 
ratio, as well as the distribution of distances to the level set. The application of this 

framework to the study of turbulent -jet mixing indicates that isoscalar geometric 
measures are both threshold and Reynolds-number dependent. As regards mixing, 
the analysis facilitated by the new tools, as well as by other criteria, indicates en- 
hanced mixing with increasing Reynolds number, at least for the range of Reynolds 
numbers investigated. This results in a progressively less-complex level-set geom- 
etry, at least in liquid-phase turbulent jets, with increasing Reynolds number. In 
liquid-phase turbulent jets, the spacings in one-dimensional records, as well as the 
size distribution of individual "islands" and "lakes" in two-dimensional isoscalar 
slices, are found in accord with lognormal statistics in the inner-scale range. The 
coverage dimension, Dd(X), derived from such sets is also in accord with lognor- 
mal statistics, in the inner-scale range. Preliminary three-dimensional (2-D space 
+ time) isoscalar-surface data provide further evidence of a complex level-set geo- 
metrical structure in scalar fields generated by turbulence, at least in the case of 
turbulent jets. 

* Presented at the NATO Advanced Study Institute series, "Mixing: Chaos and Turbulence," 
Cargkse (Corsica, France), 7-20 July 1996. 



1. Introduction 

Turbulent flow, or turbulence, is found to have two important and interrelated 
properties. It is chaotic and it can transport, stir, and mix its constituents with 
great effectiveness. 

By chaotic, we mean that it is characterized by irregular temporal and spatial 
dynamics that are unstably related to its initial and boundary conditions. The 
Random House Dictionary of the English Language (1971), for example, offers as a 
definition of turbulent flow, 

"The flow of a fluid past an object such that the velocity at any fixed point in 
the fluid varies irregularly." 

We may remove the requirement that an object is necessary for turbulent flow, as 

noted in a discussion on turbulence (cited in Hinze 1975) by von Karman (1937), 
who was quoting a 1927 lecture by G. I. Taylor: 

"Turbulence is an irregular motion which in general makes its appearance in fluids, 
gaseous or liquid, when they flow past solid surfaces or even when neighboring 
streams of the same fluid flow past or over each other." 

If viscous effects are small enough, it is sufficient to impose shear on the flow, by 
any means, for hydrodynamic instabilities, unsteady flow, and turbulence to be 
sustained. While the zero-relative-velocity boundary condition on solid boundaries 
will suffice to generate the shear and vorticity in the flow to trigger turbulence, there 
are other means to do so, without recourse to solid bodies. We may also remove the 
restriction from the definition above that the shear zone must be sustained between 
"neighboring streams of the same fluid". A shear layer between two different fluids, 
e.g., helium and nitrogen, for example, will also be turbulent. 

Irregular motion, however, is an indisputable characteristic of turbulence. As 
we sit here on ancient Mediterranean shores, Heracleitos comes to mind, on the 
banks of a small river near the ancient Greek town of Ephesos, in Asia Minor, 
tossing little sticks on the turbulent river water, two and a half millennia ago, 
watching them float irregularly downstream, and remarking,** 

"Twice ihto the same river you could not enter." 



Despite initial conditions defined a long time in the past (relative to the time it takes 
the water to reach our observation station from the spring) and steady boundary 
conditions (the banks are not changing), the unsteady, turbulent (flow in the) river 
is not the same twice. The caveat of Heracleitos summarizes a quandary of the 
"turbulence problem." If the goal of science and the study of natural phenomena is 
the ability to predict their evolution, in what sense does one "predict" turbulence, 
for a given set of initial and boundary conditions? 

For a particular turbulent-flow configuration (initial/boundary conditions), we 
may list the following possible scenaria, ranging from the more to the less pes- 

simistic: 

I. The turbulent flow need not be uniquely related to its initial and boundary 
conditions, in any sense. 

11. The turbulent flow is a unique function of the boundary and initial condi- 
tions only in a statistical (mean) sense. 

111. There exists a time, long enough for the effects of the initial conditions to 
have been forgotten, after which the resulting turbulent flow, in a mean 
sense, is determined by the boundary conditions alone. 

IV. For flows in a domain of extent L that is large compared with A, the local 
outer scale of the turbulent-flow region, not only (temporally) initial con- 
ditions (after a sufficiently long time), but also inflow (spatially "initial") 
conditions have a negligible effect. 

Scenario 11, for example, would accommodate a particular turbulent flow that de- 

velops statistics that are well defined, but a function of both the boundary and 
initial conditions. In such a flow, different initial conditions, for the same boundary 
conditions, would evolve into a different flow configuration, as t + m.t Finally, 
we must accept that these possibilities need not be universal; what applies to one 
turbulent flow geometry need not apply to another. 

Batchelor (1953) introduces his discussion of homogeneous turbulence with the 
observation of its irreproducible character, but includes a statement of belief: 

t As P. Tabeling noted in the discussion, one may wish to consider a fifth scenario in which 
universal behavior may be anticipated in the limit of very high Reynolds numbers, irrespective 
of initiallboundary conditions. 



"It is a well-known fact that under suitable conditions, which normally amount to  
a requirement that the kinematic viscosity v be sufficiently small, some of these 
motions are such that the velocity at any given time and position in the fluid 
is not found to be the same when it is measured several times under seemingly 
identical conditions. In these motions, the velocity takes random values which 
are not determined by the ostensible, or controllable, or 'macroscopic', data 
of the flow, although we believe that the average properties of the motion are 
uniquely determined by the data." 

The requirement that the (kinematic) viscosity, v = p /p ,  i.e., viscous effects, must 
be small should, of course, be interpreted in a relative sense, i.e., in terms of a 
criterion associated with the dimensionless Reynolds number, 

with U and A the characteristic velocity and length scale of the flow, respectively. 
The same fluid may be turbulent, or not, depending on the flow parameters. A 
"small viscosity" is assessed in comparison of (the fluid property) v and the product 
(flow property) UA. That the Reynolds number should be large, must be accepted 
as a necessary requirement for turbulence to be sustainable, 

Batchelor, who states that the irregular-flow behavior is ". . . not determined 
by the . . . data of the flow", here inclusively interpreted as the complete initid and 
boundary conditions, assumes Scenario IV. To quote Frisch (1995): 

"Batchelor9s (1953) Homogeneous Turbulence was a landmark in the field, written 
3fter considerable experimental and theoretical work had been done in Cam- 
bridge in the years after World War 11. This monograph contributed t o  bringing 
the idea of a 'universal equilibrium' theory of turbulence (one aspect of Kol- 
mogorov's contribution) to  a wide scientific a~dience.~'  

Ninze (1975), in his book on turbulence, is also concerned about the implied exten- 
sion of the caveat and offers the following: 

"Turbulent fluid motion is an irregular condition of flow in which the various 
quantities show a random variation with time and space coordinates, so that 
statistically distinct average values can be discerned." 

Scenario 1 must be excluded altogether from the proper study of turbulent flow, 
in his opinion, with the discussion in the body of the book itself predicated on 
Scenario IV. Nevertheless, solutions of the deterministic Navier-Stokes equations of 



fluid motion, that we typically accept as containing all the dynamics of turbulence, $ 
admit the possibility of non-unique solutions. Depending on the particular flow 
configuration, the sensitivity of the solutions to initial and boundary conditions can 
be such as to potentially render even average values of the resulting flow properties 
a non-unique function of those conditions. Bat chelor's belief that the "average 
properties of the motion are uniquely determined by the data," must be accepted 
as an assumption. It has not been shown that chaotic solutions of the Navier-Stokes 
equations are ergodic, i. e., that they describe stationary stochastic processes with 
well-defined statistics. We note the caveat(s) and proceed. 

The second characteristic of turbulence is that it can transport, stir, and mix 
its constituents with great effectiveness. Such constituents can be its momentum 
(density), in which case efficient stirring and mixing of low-momentum fluid origi- 
nating near no-slip-condition boundaries on a solid surface, for example, produces 
the many manifestations of drag; flow scalars, such as temperature, leading to heat 
transport; or chemical reactants, in which case turbulence can produce high chem- 

ical reaction rates and combustion heat release. 

These two characteristics are the consequence of the dynamics of unsteady 
vortical structures; the hallmark of turbulence. Indeed, the two notions were in- 

tertwined in the minds of the ancient Greeks, who coined the roots of the word. 
Turbulence (situation where eddies abound), derives from the ancient Greek word, 

~ i ~ p p q  (eddy, swirl), whence turban (swirled headdress), turbine, turbid (as in un- 
clear water, in recognition of turbulent flow's ability to pick up dirt and muddy it), 
turpitude (lack of moral clarity), and other ~ns~eakab1es.t At the same time, the 
Greek verb, TVPPC~~ELV, means: to stir things up, make a mess of, mix.* 

$ Feynman, always fascinated by vortices and turbulence, states this belief: "We have no reason 
to think that there are any terms missing from these equations." (Feynman 1964, Ch. 41, 
p. 11). Frisch also comments on this, stating that the N-S equation "probably contains all of 
turbulence." (Frisch 1995, p. 1). 

Also related is tornado, turn, etc., from the Greek rbpvo~  for lathe (wood-/metal-turning 
tool), or spinning wheel (as for cotton). Euripides: "Tpoxb< rbpuov ypcr4bpevo~," or, 6'Wheel, 
written by the lathe." Aeschylos: "Bbppvncr< rbpvov ndcparov," or, "Cotton, the spinning 
wheel's labor." Apropos turbulence and vorticity, the root also connotes twisting/bending. 
The word ropueia (as in structural lumber) was used for the twisted (bent) main structural 
ribs of a ship. 

* Aristophanes: "Tov ?rvXbv T V ~ P ~ ~ C E L C  PCY~~CWV,'' or, "YOU are disturbing the clay/dirt by 
walking," or, ever sarcastic, "You are making a mess by (simply) walking." In everyday speech, 
turbulent is derogatory. "Turbulent times" are times characterized by great disturbances. The 
Latin turba derives from the closely-related, ancient Greek rljppa, i.e., p2le-m2le (pell-mell), 
helter-skelter, messy/unruly (crowd). 



At least in incompressible turbulence, mixing of a scalar field, c(x,t), e.g., 
the jet-fluid concentration field in turbulent-jet flow, which tends to drive scalar 
values to their (local) spatial average, can be thought of as the result of a process 
involving "more or less distinct stages," as described by Eckart (1948). The scalar to 
be mixed may be regarded as first injected through a bounding surface (as in a jet), 
or entrained at the largest spatial scales of the flow, as in a shear layer (Brown 8e 
Roshko 1974). It is then stirred as it is convected by the velocity field associated with 
unsteady, fusing and fissioning eddies. Finally, it is mixed by molecular diffusion, 
or Brownian motion, in the case of a cloud of particles. 

We will at tempt a discussion of these phenomena from the vantage point of the 
properties of isoscalar surfaces, or (scalar) isosurfaces, i. e., the instantaneous three- 
dimensional surface on which the value of the scalar field of interest is a constant, 
z.e., 

c (x ,~ )  = Co . (Is2) 

The irregularity in turbulent-flow motions results in scalar level-set surfaces whose 
geometry is exceedingly complex and suggests that an approach based on fractal 
ideas and analysis may be appropriate, as was suggested by Mandelbrot (1975a). 

Scalar transport and mixing phenomena in unsteady flow, as well as the many 
manifestations of chaotic advection, are interesting and worthy of study in their 
own right (e.g., Aref 1984; Ottino 1989 and 1990; and Rom-Kedar et a l  1990). 
We will restrict the present discussion to transport and mixing in turbulent flows, 
however, at Reynolds numbers that are sufficiently high for the turbulence to be in 
a fully-developed state, An estimate for the minimum Reynolds number required 
to achieve this state will be discussed below. 

1.1 filly-develop ed turbulence 

As Batche%or noted, turbulence requires that viscous effects should be small. 
In practice, one finds that as one increases the Reynolds number of the flow, from 
very low values, a transition occurs from laminar to unsteady flow and, eventually, 
turbulence. In a free shear layer, for example, this transition will take place at a 
value of the local Reynolds number, based on outer flow variables, 



where, for this flow, U(x) = AU r Ul - U2 is the difference between the two 
freestream velocities and A(x) = S(x) is the local width of the shear layer, that is 
close to Res = 40, or so (Betchov & Szewczyk 1963). This is not too different from 
the minimum value required for vortex shedding from a smooth, circular cylinder 
(Roshko 1954), that is triggered by unsteadiness in the separation bubble behind 
the cylinder, i . e . ,  again, some distance from the closest solid boundary. 

In wall-bounded flows, transition from steady to unsteady flow occurs at higher 
values of the Reynolds number and is, generally, hysteretic. For such flows, a 
more appropriate criterion for a critical Reynolds number can be based on values 
below which turbulence cannot be sustained. In circular-pipe flow, for example, 
this critical value of the Reynolds number, based on the average mass-flow velocity 
and pipe diameter, is Red E 2 x lo3, or a Reynolds number based on pipe radius of, 
ReR E 1 x lo3 (the latter might be regarded as the more appropriate as it is based 
on the length scale across which the shear is sustained). For a flat-plate boundary 
layer, the corresponding value, based on the free-stream velocity, U,, and local 
boundary-layer thickness, S, is given by (Shen 1954), Re6 = 1.2 x lo3. 

FIG. 1.1 Reynolds number dependence of estimated chemical product volume frac- 
tion, in liquid-phase shear layers (Koochesfahani & Dimotakis 1986). 

At Reynolds numbers beyond (but close to) these critical values, even though 
the flow may be unsteady, the effects of viscosity, even though insufficient to main- 



t ain steady flow, are, nevertheless, st ill significant and the resulting turbulent flow 
cannot be described as fully-developed. In all these flows, wall-bounded or not, we 
typically find a second transition, as the local Reynolds number is further increased, 
and it is beyond this second transition that the flow may be regarded as bona fide 
turbulent . 

In the case of free-shear-layer flows, such a transition was documented by Kon- 
rad (1976), who found a clear manifestation, as measured by the amount of fluid in 
the turbulent region mixed to compositions intermediate between those in the two 

free streams. This mixing transition occurred at a shear-layer Reynolds number 

of Res cz lo4  and was identified as associated with a large increase in the three- 
dimensional interfacial area between the entrained freestream fluids (Bernal et al. 
1979). 

FIG. 1.2 Laser-induced fluorescence space-time images in a liquid-phase shear layer. 
Left: Res e 1.75 x lo3. Right: Res = 23 x lo3. (Koochesfahani & 
Dimotakis 1986, Figs. 7 and 9, respectively). 

The shear layer studied by Konrad was a gas-phase shear layer in the original 
Brown-Roshko apparatus. A similar mixing transition was identified in liquid-phase 
shear layers (Breidenthal 1981, Koochesfahani & Dimotakis 1986), in the vicinity of 
the same Reynolds number (see Fig. 1.1). This was also related to a large increase 
in interfacial surface area and mixing in direct flow-visualization slices of the flow 
(see Fig. 1.2). 'As the Schmidt number, i.e., 
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FIG. 1.3b Liquid-phase turbulent jet (0 5 z / d j  5 200) at Re .v lo4. 

(0 5 z /d j  5 35), in the plane of symmetry of the jet, recorded using laser-induced 
fluorescence of the jet-plenum dye, for a jet Reynolds number of Re .v 2500. Figure 
1.3b is similar, also depicting the far field of a turbulent jet, albeit with a larger field 
of view (0 5 z /d j  5 200), at a Reynolds number of Re = lo4. As can be seen, 
there is a qualitative difference in the scalar field behavior, as depicted in Fig. 1.3a, 
at Re < lo4,  and Fig. 1.3b, at Re e lo4, respectively. The former indicates a sub- 
stantial probability of finding unmixed reservoir fluid all the way to the axis of the 
jet, whereas mixing is substantially more effective at Re E lo4 with the jet able to 



homogenize the entrained fluid sufficiently quickly for that probability to be negli- 
gible. In the latter, Re cx lo4  jet, one can also see regions of nearly homogeneous 
composition, gradually decreasing in jet-fluid concentration from downstream to 
upstream, separated by a progression of relatively sharp boundaries, indicating en- 
trainment from the upstream boundary of large-scale vortical structures (cf. Dahm 

& Dimotakis 1987). This transitional behavior is also confirmed by chemically- 
reacting experiments in which the dependence of flame length, i .e . ,  the distance 
required to mix and react the discharged jet fluid with the entrained reservoir fluid 
(Gilbrech 1991, Gilbrech & Dimotakis 1992). 

Such transitions, albeit not always as conspicuous, have been reported to occur 
at similar values of the local critical Reynolds number, i. e., at Re FZ lo4. In flows 
characterized in terms of the Taylor microscale Reynolds number, 

where u' is the streamwise root-mean-square (rms) velocity fluctuation level and AT 
is the Taylor microscale, a transition is reported to occur at ReT FZ 70. In particular, 
in addition to shear layers and jets, as noted above, transitions to a fully-developed 
turbulent state, in which flow properties are not as strongly Reynolds-number de- 
pendent, have been documented in both the near field (Liepmann & Gharib 1992) 
and far field of turbulent jets (as discussed above), in lifted jet flames (Hammer 
1993); in pipe flow (Wygnanski & Champagne 1973); in flat-plate boundary lay- 
ers (Collins et  al. 1978), as manifested in the behavior of the Coles' turbulent 
boundary layer wake parameter, ?J (Coles 1956); in the base-pressure coefficient in 

circular cylinder wakes (Roshko 1992); in the behavior of the scaled kinetic energy- 
dissipation rate, 

in the flow behind a grid (Sreenivasan 1984)) and in numerical simulations of ho- 
mogeneous, cube-periodic turbulent flow (Jimenez et  al. 1992); in the transition 
from "soft" to "hard" turbulence in thermal convection (Hezlot et al. 1978); as well 
as the Reynolds-number-dependence of the torque required to sustain a const ant 
rotation rate in Couette-Taylor flow (Lathrop et  al. 1992a, 1992b), 

This list of (second) transitions, which is probably not exhaustive, indicates 
that there exists a property of turbulence that results in a more-or-less distinct 
transition from an unsteady-flow state, at relatively low Reynolds numbers, to a 
state in which viscous forces are less important. That this transition occurs in 



such a wide variety of flows suggests that it is not a consequence of the large-scale 
behavior of the flow, which varies subst antially from one flow to the next. It is more 
likely the consequence of inner-scale dynamics, that may be regarded as less sensitive 
to outer-flow dynamics. This hypothesis is also supported by the observation that 
all these transitions occur at, roughly, the same Reynolds number. An argument 
in support of this hypothesis, based on the significance and relative magnitude of 
the various spatial scales of turbulence, was discussed by Dimotakis (1993) and is 

summarized below for completeness. 

The dynamics of turbulence may be regarded as contained between the flow 
outer scale, 6, and an inner scale in the vicinity of the kinetic-energy-dissipation 

(Kolmogorov 1941a) scale, 

At high Reynolds numbers, the two scales will be well separated, i.e., the ratio 
X K / 6  - ~ e - ~ / ~  will be large. In that case, we expect that intermediate-scale 

behavior may be approximated as (more-or-less) uncoupled and independent of the 
outer-scale dynamics, as well as inviscid, for spatial scales, A, small compared to 6, 
but large compared to XI<, i. e,, for 

To refine the upper bound of this range, outer-scale-independent dynamics 
requires a scale of interest, A, that is small compared to one that can be gener- 
ated directly from the outer-scales of the flow. Such a scale would be the laminar 
boundary-layer thickness, XL, that can be generated by a single 6-size sweep across 
the turbulent region, for example. The size of this scale may be estimated by 
the 99%-thickness of a Blasius (1908) boundary layer, for example, that has been 
developing for a length 6, or (see Fig. f.4), 

As noted by Liepmann, in private conversation many years ago, this carries the 
same Reynolds-number dependence and is closely-related to the a'aybr scale, AT, 
We will accept that outer-scale independence, i. e., no viscous coupling to outer- 
scale dynamics, imposes the much stricter spatial-scale-separation requirement, at 
large Re, of X << XL. 



FIG. 1.4 Schematic of the outer scale, 6; the Liepmann boundary-layer scale, AL; 
and the viscous scale, A,, in a sheared turbulent region. 

To refine the lower bound in Eq. 1.8, inviscid dynamics dictate that the scale of 
interest, A, must be large compared to some viscous scale, A,. This can be related 
to the Kolmogorov scale, X K ,  and estimated in terms of the wavenumber, k,, where 
the energy spectrum has been found to deviate from a near-513 power-law behavior, 
or kVAK = 118 (cf. Chapman 1979, Saddoughi & Veeravalli 1994). To the extent 
that this may be regarded as a universal dimensionless factor, this yields a value 
that is a multiple of the (defined) Kolmogorov scale (cf. Eq. 1.7), i. e., 

At least on the centerline of a turbulent jet, for which experimental estimates of 
the kinetic-energy dissipation, e, are available (Friehe et  al. 1971), the Kolmogorov 
scale, XK,  can be related to the outer-scale (local jet diameter), S(x), to yield (cf.  

Eq. 1.7 and discussion in Dimotakis 1993), 

and, therefore, if the viscous scale is estimated as the wavelength associated with 
k,, we have, at least for turbulent jets, 

We will accept that inviscid dynamics impose the stricter inner-scale requirement 
of A, < A. 

Combining the refined inner- and outer-scale bounds (Eqs. 1.9 and 1-12), we 
then have, 

Amin - A Xma* 
w 5 0 ~ e - ~ / ~  << << - AL 

6 -?F 6 6 w 5.0 ~ e - l f ~  , (1.13) 
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FIG. 1.5 Reynolds number dependence s f  spatial scales for a turbulent jet, 

as estimated for a turbulent jet. This condition is satisfied if, 

or, if, 
Re 2 lo4 . 

These relations are summarized in Fig. 1.5. 

While the numerical estimate for the energy dissipation rate, E ,  was made based 
on empirical data for a turbulent jet, the other constants were not flow-specific. As 
a consequence, we may expect that the two factors of 50 and 5.0, in the X,/S and 
XL/6 scaling, respectively, should not depend strongly on the flow geometry. As 
indicated by the list above of flows where such a transition has been reported, it 
appears to be a flow-independent value. 

We may donclude that a minimum Reynolds number, approximately equal 190 

lo4, is required for the outer scales of the flow to be regarded as inviscid and for an 
intermediate range of scales to exist in which the dynamics may be approximated 



as inviscid and outer-scale independent. It is in such an intermediate range of 

scales that one may expect the self-similar dynamics hypothesized by Richardson 
(1926)) Kolmogorov (1941a)) and others to be applicable and, produce 
level-sets with the scale-invariant geometric similarity described by Mandelbrot as 

the defining characteristic of fractals (Mandelbrot 1989), as we'll discuss below. We 
will revisit this similarity property in the context of our discussion of experimental 
observations of scalar level-set geometrical properties. 

1.2 Scalar transport and mixing 

The convection-diffusion equation that describes the transport and mixing of 

a scalar field, c(x, t), is given by, 

where 2) is the species diffusivity (Eq. 1.4)) here assumed constant, or, 

Temperature, T(x, t), is also a scalar field with a transport described by the same 
equation, but with its own diffusivity, DT, i. e., 

The convection-diffusion equation is linear, e.g,, for a scalar species whose 
concentration field is given by c(x, t), we have ED(u) # fn[c(x, t)] and, similarly, for 
the temperature field. Given the evolution of the complete velocity field, u(x, t ) ,  
for a particular flow realization, and a set of initial and boundary conditions on the 
scalar field, it is instructive to consider the calculation, potentially after the fact, 
in which we compute the realization-specific evolution of a scalar field, c(x, t), as 
it would have been transported and diffused in the spatio-temporal environment 
defined by u(x, t). Even in the case of a passive scalar, i.e., if the scalar field does 
not influence the velocity field and could be computed after it, however, this would 
still be a task of some complexity. 



In fully-developed turbulence, constant-c (iso)surfaces are characterized by a 
very large growth rate in area, as well as a rapid increase in geometric complexity. 
Furthermore, in the case of a convecting-diffusing field characterized by a high 
Schmidt number (Eq. 1.4), i - e . ,  Sc >> 1, we have to contend with an additional 
difficulty. The Schmidt number is close to unity for gas-phase species diffusion and of 

the order of lo3 for liquid-phase diffusion of moderate molecular-mass species. The 
smallest spatial scale of the scalar field, say, AD, will be smaller than the smallest 
(viscous) scale, A,, that characterizes the velocity (vorticity) field. In the case of 
heat diffusion (convection-diffusion of temperature), the quantity corresponding to 
the Schmidt number is the Prandtl number, 

with Va the diffusivity of temperature (Eq. l,l8), is close to unity for heat diffusion 

in air, and close to 7 for water. 

In the case of convection-diffusion of a high-Schmidt-number species in turbu- 
lence, one may expect (Batchelor 1959), 

where A, is the viscous scale (Eq. f .lo), and equivalently for temperature. By way 
of example, in the case of the diffusion of moderately large organic molecules in 
water, such as disodium fluorescein, which is often used in laser-induced fluorescence 
studies, Sc 21 1900 (Ware et  al. 1983) and AD x XV/44. Smaller spatial scales would 
also render a numerical simulation temporally stiffer. The smallest Eulerian time 
scales associated with the scalar field would be smaller than the smallest Euleriaaa 
time scales of the convecting velocity field, by (very nearly) the same factor. 

The convection-diffusion equation can be written with respect to a local coordi- 
nate system that is fixed on the scalar isosurface by noting that the only component 
of the local velocity that enters is the one selected by the direction of the scalar 
gradient. In particular, if, 

where 6 is a local unit vector normal to the isosurface (in the direction of the scalar 
gradient), $(x, t ) ,  and n is the arc length along the space-curve tangent to it, then, 



FIG. 1.6 Isoscalar surface patch. 

The scalar transport equation can then be written as, (cf. Eq. 1.16), i. e., 

where 

uc = u+uv , 

and where u~ is the diffusive contribution to the isosurface transport velocity, given 

as noted by Gibson (1968). More recently, Pope (1988) reported on isosurface 

propagation, relating uv to the local isosurface geometry (local curvature tensor), 
and Pope e t  al. (1989), and Girimaji & Pope (1992) pursuing its relation to scalar 
transport using velocity fields derived from direct numerical simulation of isotropic 
turbulence. The analysis of isosurface propagation can be simplified further, how- 

ever, as illustrated below. 

The isoscalar transport velocity, uc involves only projections along the local 
scalar gradient. This allows the scalar transport equation to be written as, 

with 
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and 

The preceding indicates that isoscalar surfaces are conserved on space curves 
along the local scalar gradient, in a frame moving along these paths given by, 

with a transport velocity, u,, that is the sum of a convective and diffusive contri- 
bution, with the latter dependent on the local isosurface geometry. In particular, 

writing the Laplacian in terms of the local isosurface coordinates, we have, 

where, 

with K the (invariant) local mean curvature.*" In this expression, r l  and r2 are the 
local principal radii of curvature of the scalar isosurface (or the radii of curvature 
along any orthogonal plane-pair cut). We then have, 

A sign choice for r l  and r2, as they enter in the expression for the mean curva- 
ture, u;, is implicit in this expression, depending on whether the curvature in the 
corresponding direction is convex in the direction +G,  of the scalar gradient, or in 

the direction -6, i .e . ,  opposite the scalar gradient. By way of example, for the 

geometry depicted in Fig. 1.6, both curvatures are convex in the +G direction and 
both signs are plus. For a saddle point, the two signs would be opposite and if the 
two radii s f  curvature are equal (in magnitude) the two terms would cancel and tc 
would be zero. These expressions allow us to express u~ (Eq. 1.24~) in terms of the 
diffusivity and the local scalar-field geometry, i . e .  (in the nondegenerate case), 

** This result (Eq. 1.26b) was communicated to one of us (PD) by G .  B. Whitham, some years 
ago (pvte. comm.). J. M. Ottino (1989, p. 36) offers a similar result, expressing it in terms of 
the in-surface divergence only. 



with 5 = &/an (Eq. 1.21). Combining these relations leads to a scalar-transport 
equation that can be written as (c f .  Eq. 1.24)) 

This formulation must be amended at points where the local scalar gradient 
(instantaneously) vanishes (Gibson 1968). Such points are singular, in this sense, t 
with the scalar transport equation reducing to a local simple diffusion equation, 

ac a ac - = 2,-.- ac , wherever - = 0 . 
at ax ax ax 

It is interesting to scale, u ~ ,  the diffusive contribution to the isosurface trans- 
port velocity. Accepting the diffusion scale, AD (Eq. 1.20), as the appropriate scaling 
length along the scalar gradient arc-length, n, we have (Eq. 1.27)) 

The prefactor is the reciprocal of a Peclet number based on the flow diffusion-scale. 

This can be estimated as, 

For fully-developed turbulent flow, the ratio, u l / U ,  of the rms velocity to the outer 
velocity scale, can be taken as Re-independent, to an excellent approximation. 
Consequently, this contribution can be seen to be only weakly dependent on the 
Reynolds number and is lower in liquid-phase scalar transport (high Sc), for exam- 
ple, than in gas-phase scalar transport. 

We see that local isosurface curvature, alone, contributes to isosurface trans- 
port, even in the absence of a local convecting field and a vanishing second deriva- 
tive of the scalar field in the direction normal to the isosurface, i. e., wherever 
a2c/an" =[/an = 0. It can also lead to local counter-gradient scalar transport. 
Conversely, in regions where isosurface curvature can be ignored, i.e., if rl and rz 
are large, or, more precisely, if, 

We should note, however, that they are likely to be (very) rare in a three-dimensional scalar 
field. 



a locally-flat approximation can be employed. This simplifies the local convection- 

diffusion equation to, 

If diffusion occurs in a thin layer straddling, say, the n = 0 point along the scalar- 
gradient path and a local Taylor-expansion in employed, we may write, 

where a = -(a~,/an), ,~ is the local strain rate on the n = 0 (iso)surface, provides 
an adequate approximation for the local velocity component along the scalar gradi- 
ent, the convection-diffusion equation can be simplified further to yield, locally, in 
a frame moving with uo, 

This equation possesses solutions in closed form (e.g., Carrier e t  aE. 1975; Karagozian 
& Marble 1986) These were used in a model that estimated chemical-product for- 
mation in turbulent shear-layers, in the limit of high Damkohler numbers, i. e., 
diffusion-limited reactions, in high Reynolds number flows, in which high local strain 

rates may be expected, with the preponderant fraction of molecular diffusion also 
expected to occur in thin diffusion layers (Dimotakis 1987), 

As an aside, it would appear that only the velocity component in the direction 
h 

of the scalar gradient, i.e., un = n . u, enters in the scalar-field transport (Eq. 1.16). 
This is not correct, however, as can be seen by writing the equation for the transport 
of the scalar gradient, i. e., 

where w = w(x,t) is the local vorticity field. The convected scalar gradient is 
rotated by the local vorticity; is amplified by a favorable local strain rate, with a 
term akin to the stretching term in the vorticity-transport equation; and is diffused. 
See also equivalent formulation in the article by P. Haynes, in this series, who used 
tensor notation to express the transport equation. 



The preceding suggests that the local transport and mixing of a scalar field, 
c(x, t ) ,  can be described in terms of the evolution of the c-isosurfaces and, in turn, 
their local geometrical properties. While such a description also requires knowledge 
of the convecting velocity field, the geometrical description of the isosurfaces and, in 
particular, such properties as the local surface-to-volume ratio distribution, distri- 
bution of spatial scales that measure the distance to the isosurface, local-curvature 
distribution, et c., provide essential information, from this point of view. 

The geometry of isosurfaces also arises, in a natural way, in the context of mix- 

ing in chemically-reacting systems and combustion. In the case of non-premixed, 
hydrocarbon diffusion flames in the high Damkohler number (diffusion-limited) 
regime, for example, high-activation-energy chemical kinetics confine the inst anta- 
neous burning to the unsteady, three-dimensional, stoichiometric isosurface (Burke 
& Schumann 1928). While premixed combustion is more complicated, it can be east 
in a similar language, with a burning surface that can be described as a constant- 
property surface. This surface, however, in addition to being propagated by the 
effects of the local convecting velocity field and diffusion, as in the case of a passive 
scalar discussed above, advances perpendicular to itself into regions of the flow oc- 
cupied by unburnt reactant mixture with its own (laminar-flame) Lagrangian speed, 
as augmented and modified by the local, unsteady-flow, composition, and radiation 
environment. See discussion of premixed and nonpremixed turbulent combustion 
in the article by Lasheras et al. (1996) in this series. 

2. Fractals 

Characterizations of the geometry of isocontours and isosurfaces, i. e., constant- 
property (level) sets, in turbulence and other phenomena in which complex struc- 
tures are encountered, require an extension of the notions of conventional geometry. 
If regarded as possessing a complexity that extends over the whole range of scales, 
e.g., the two Koch islands in two dimensions (cf. Figs. 2.la,b), such objects are not 
rectifiable, i.e., they are not differentiable and do not possess a finite arc length 
(e.g., Mandelbrot 1977, p. 27). They may, however, be analyzed using the language 
of fractals, an extension to conventional geometry proposed by Mandelbrot to apply 
to a host of natural phenomena (Mandelbrot 1967, 1975a, 1975b, 1977, and 1982). 

In this extension, fractional (non-integer) dimensions can be used to describe 
the geometrical object. The word fractal was coined by Mandelbrot (1975a, 197513) 



FIG. 2.la Contour of triadic Koch island with D = f -26. 

from the Latin fraetus, meaning "'fragmented," and denotes objects that are (Man- 
delbrot 1989)' "'. . . rough and fragmented to the same degree at a11 scales." 

An isoelevation contour in a topographic map, or the special case of the sea- 
level contour, i. e., a coastline, illustrates the point, as Mandelbrot noted by the 
question (Mandelbrot 1969, 1977) "How long is the coastline of Britain?" expand- 
ing on a discussion by E. F. Richardson (published posthumously in 1961) on the 
length of variohs coastlines. A moment's reflection will reveal that the length of a 
cartographer9s coastline will depend on the resolution (scale) at which the coastline 
is rendered. 



FIG. 2.lb A more complex Icoch island with D = 1.61 (Mandelbrot 1977, Plate 51). 

Following Richardson, one way the question may be addressed is by fixing the 
resolution to which the curve (or surface) is represented and then measuring the 
arc length (or surface area) with a commensurate yardstick, or step size, keeping 
track of the coastline length as a function of the step size. In particular, one can 
lay a ruler, open a pair of dividers, stretch a string, etc., of length, say, A, from a 
point on the curve and mark the point of its intersection with the curve at the other 
end. That point becomes the beginning of the next step, et c. A measure of the arc 

length, L(X), at this resolution, is then given by the product of the length of the 
string times the number of steps, N(A), required to traverse the coastline i. e., 

If the coastline may be regarded as a fractal object that is "rough and frag- 
mented to the same degree at all scales," then the fractional increase in the number 
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FIG. 2.2 Richardson (1961) coastline data (Mandelbrot 1977, Plate 32). 

of steps required, per unit fractional increase in step size, will be a constant, i.e., 

and the number of A-size steps required will follow a power-law relation, $ 

N(A) cx x - ~  . (2.3) 

The (negative) exponent D is identified as the fractal dimension of the level 
set and can be seen to be the (negative) logarithmic derivative of the number of 
stretched-string steps with respect to A, i.e. (Eq. 2.2), 

D = - d log IV 
dlogA * 

The corresponding measure of the length of the coastline can then be expressed as 
a function of the resolution (divider-point spacing, string-lengt h, et c. )  A, 

$ See also discussion by G. Zaslavsky, elsewhere in this series, where it is shown that such behavior 
occurs on phase-space island boundaries, where geometric-scale self-similarity is encountered. 



If the curve is a straight line, then N(X) m 1 / X ,  D = 1, and L(X) # fn(X), as one 
would like. For a complex coastline, however, we will have the benefit of stepping 
across "bays" and "peninsulas", with increasing step size A, and will require a 

number of steps that decreases faster than 1 / X ,  as X increases. If the relation 
between N(X) and X is a power law, then the level set may be regarded as a fractal, 
with a fractal dimension as indicated in Eq. 2.4. 

FIG. 2.3 Coastline data for Norway's fjords (Feder 1988, Fig. 2.2). 

The western coastline of Britain was associated with an exponent for the 

coastline-us.-resolution (cf. Eq.2.5) of 1 - D 0.25, in L. F. Richardson's (1961) 
data, corresponding to a fractal dimension of D 2 1.25. See Fig. 2.2, where Richard- 
son's data on various coastlines are reproduced (from Mandelbrot 1977, Plate 32). 
A value of D 2 1.5 was assigned by Feder (1988) for Norway's fjords (cf. Fig. 2.3). 

Generally speaking, the dimension of a fractal may be regarded as providing a 
measure of its geometrical complexity. A complex level set will offer the possibility 
of many jumps across "bays" and "peninsulas" with a count N(X) that decreases 

rapidly as X increases, i.e., will have a large D. The higher fractal dimension 
of the Koch island in Fig. 2.lb, than that of the triadic Koch Island depicted in 
Pig. 2.la, as well as the higher l? assigned to the coastline in Norway's fjords, 
than that for the West of Britain, indicates an overall geometrical complexity for 
the former that is higher than the latter. Such a complexity measure would be 



important in our description of isosurfaces in turbulence. In the case of combustion 

on a stoichiometric surface, for example, a higher fractal dimension, D, could be 
expected to be generally associated with a higher burning rate per unit volume. 

FIG. 2.4 Possible A-string endpoints along a two-dimensional level set (Russ 1994, 
Fig. 2). 

We pause, however, to note several difficulties with the "stretched-string" al- 

gorit hm. In particular, 

a. multiple end-point choices may exist for each step; the number of A-steps, 
N(A), for a given level set, is not unique. See Fig. 2.4. 

b. As A increases, the stretched-string algorithm can result in a (negative) 
logarithmic derivative that exceeds 2, the dimension of the space the curve 
is embedded in and. for a curve embedded in a two-dimensional space, we 
would like the property, D 2 2. 

c. It is not clear how one completes the count as one goes around a closed 
curve; A-steps are not likely to return to the starting point on a closed 
curve and for curves that exit the domain, an ad hoc decision must be 
made about how to count the exiting steps. 

d. It is not clear how one deals with '6islands99 and "'Pakes9' whose span is less 
than A, 

e. It is not clear how one extends the scheme to objects that live in three, or 
more, dimensions. 

Some of these are noted by Mandelbrot (1977), who discusses several variations, 
but suggests that the basic conclusions are robust and transcend these difficulties, 
with the fractal dimension, D, rather insensitive to these choices. This has not been 
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the experience, however, in the application of these proposals to turbulence in the 

last decade-and-a-half, or so, at least at Caltech (Dimotakis 1996). 

plane 

FIG. 2.5 Turbulent-jet far-field geometry in relation to imaged scalar-field (jet-fluid 
concent rat ion) plane. 

Fortunately, these difficulties can be overcome by an algorithm based on the 
(coverage) count, Nd (A), of successive sub- part it ions of the embedding space into 
A-size boxes - segments, tiles, parallelepipeds, e t c .  - in d-dimensions that are 
required to cover the level set, as a function of their size, X (Catrakis & Dimotakis 

1996a). For this purpose, the embedding space can be defined as the interior of the 
level-set bounding box. For a level set in two-dimensional space, for example, the 
bounding box can be defined as the smallest rectangle (or square, if need be) that 
contains the set (Tricot 1995). If such a two-dimensional box has an extent A, and 
A, along the x and y directions, respectively, then the bounding box size, Jb, can 
be defined as the square root of its area, 

the geometric mean of the two sides. For a square bounding box, Jb is the length 
of its edge. In d-dimensions, the size of the bounding box can be defined as the dth 



IG. 2.6a Jet-fluid isoconcentration (level) set in the far field ( z / d j  = 275) of a 
Re = 4.5 x 104 turbulent jet (cf. Fig.2.5). Shaded region indicates the 
level-set bounding box, of area A = X,X, = 6:; for X = Sb, N2(X) = 1. 

root of its d-dimensional volume, i. e., 

This can be illustrated on some isoscalar data derived from a slice in the far 
field of a turbulent jet (Catrakis 1996), along a plane perpendicular to the jet axis 
(cf. Fig. 2.5), at a jet Reynolds number of Re = 4.5 x lo3. The bounding box for an 
isoscalar (constant jet-fluid concentration) contour is shown as the shaded region 
in Fig. 2.6a. This shaded region may also be considered as the largest tile required 
to cover the level set, corresponding to a level-set coverage count of N2 (A) = I, for 
A = bb. 

We now cut each direction of the bounding box in half, partitioning it into four 
equal tiles (Fig. 2.6b), corresponding to X = Sb/2. The jet-fluid concentration level 
set contours visit all four regions covered by the (bb/2)-size tiles and, therefore, 



FIG. 2.6b Legend as in Fig. 2.6a. Bounding box partitioned into four tiles, all of 
which are required to cover the level set, i.e., for X = &/2, N2(X) = 4. 

N2(X) = 4, for = &/2. If we were to seek a power-law relation, N2(h) oc x - ~  
(Eq. 2.3), between the two-dimensional coverage count, N2(X), and the tile size A, 
we will have D = 2, at least in this large-tile-size range, since cutting the largest 

A- tiles in half quadruples the two-dimensional coverage count, N2(X). The resulting 
D = 2 value for these large tiles can be traced to the fact that all the boxes (tiles) 

required to cover the two-dimensional embedding space are also required to cover 
the level set that lives in it. That these fractal-dimension values are derived by 
counting the number of contiguous, non-overlapping tiles (boxes) required to cover 

the set (that also cover the embedding space exactly once), ensures that they are 
bounded by the dimension of the embedding space, i.e., 

Further into the sequence, Fig. 2 . 6 ~  depicts the same bounding box partitioned 

into a total of NzjtOt = 2'" 1024 tiles of size h = 6b/25. Counting the number of 
tiles required to cover the jet-fluid concentration level set, we now find N2(X) = 580. 



FIG. 2 . 6 ~  Bounding box partitioned into a total of N2,tot(X) = 1024 tiles of size 
X = Sb/32. Of these, N2(X) = 580 are required to cover the level set. 

These are still rather large tiles, however, and we may prefer to go further into the 
binary embedding-space subpartition sequence, to smaller X's yet, to estimate a 
fractal dimension from the coverage count at those scales. 

For a size X = Sb/27, for which we have a total of NzStot(X) = 214 = 16,384 tiles, 
we find that N2(X) = 4363 are required to cover the level set. These are the ones 
indicated in Fig. 2.6d. The next binary subpartition of the bounding box, in tiles of 
size X = 6b/28, yields a total of NzYtot(X) = 216 = 65,536 tiles and a coverage count 
of N2(X) = 11,238, as indicated in Fig. 2.6e. If a power-law describes the relation 
of the coverage count, N2(X), to the tile size, A, at this intermediate range of scales 
(tile sizes), the fractal dimension would be given by (Eq. 2.4), 

D2 f - dlog N2(X) 
N - 

log N2(X2) - log N2(X1) - 10g(11238/4363) - 
d log X = 1.36, 

log X2 - log X1 log(2) 
(2.9) 

where the logarithmic derivative has been approximated here as a (first-order) finite- 
difference ratio. This is the slope of the straight line in the log N vs. log X plot and, 



FIG. 2.6d Bounding box partitioned into a total of N2,t,t = 214 = 16,384 tiles of 
size X = Sb/27, with a coverage count, N2(X) = 4363. Only tiles that 
cover are indicated. 

for a D that is constant and if the statistical fluctuations in the corresponding 
coverage counts are negligible, this estimate would be, of course, exact. 

We open a parenthesis here to note that in cases where the level set may 
be regarded as extending to infinity in all directions, possessing, for example, a 
spatially-homogeneous stochastic geometry, coverage statistics may be derived by 

partitioning (tiling, in two-dimensions) the interior of a 6-size box that covers a 

selected/measured portion of the level set. In that case, the level set dimension 
may, but need not, approach the embedding dimension (cf. Eq. 2.8), as X + 6. 

Isoscalar surfaces, or contours, generated by turbulence are describable by a 

scalar-transport equation, as we've discussed (Eq. 1.16). In such a process, the 
effects of diffusivity, however small, will ensure differentiability of the level set and 
a finite arc length (rectifiable curves), in two dimensions, or a finite surface area, for 
isosurfaces in three dimensions. Strictly speaking, it is clear, in other words, that 
level sets generated by turbulence cannot be "rough and fragmented to the same 



FIG. 2.6e Bounding box partitioned into a total of N2,t,t(A) = 216 = 65,536 tiles of 
size A = 6b/28, with a coverage count, N2(A) = 11238. Only tiles that 
cover are indicated. 

degree at all scales." For such level sets in two dimensions, as in our example, we 
expect that D2 --+ 1 as X --t 0, i . e . ,  the level-set dimension should attain a value 
equal to the topological dimension value of a smooth curve, as guaranteed by scalar 
diffusion, and, in general (cf. Dimotakis 1991, Catrakis & Dimotakis 1996a, and 
Eq. 2.8 and related discussion), 

lim Dd = dt , 
A-40 

(2.10) 

where dt is the topological dimension of the level set. This is also a property that 
one would also like a dimension to satisfy. For scalar data derived from turbulent 
flows, this limiting value for D may be expected to be approached for small A, or, 

more precisely, for X 5 max{AD, A,,,), where AD is the scalar species diffusion 
scale (Eq. 1.20) and A,,, is the resolution scale of the measurement (e-g., the pixel 
size, Ap, of a digital image, or the spatial extent of the measuring volume). 

We should open a second parenthesis here to note that the limiting value in- 
dicated by Eq. 2.10 need not also be a lower bound. This may be illustrated by 



FIG. 2.7 Sparse archipelago of Poisson-distributed, randomly-oriented, uniform-size 
(triadic) Koch islands. 

considering a level set comprised of a sparse cluster of small "islands" of, roughly, 
the same size, Xo,  such that Xo << Sb, sprinkled in the interior of a two-dimensional 
bounding box of size Sb and separated by distances large compared to Xo (Fig. 2.7). 
To successive subdivisions of the bounding box, for a range of scales (tile sizes) 
A. << X << Sb, this sparse island archipelago will look like a collection of points, 
with a level-set dimension, D2, that may be smaller than unity. For X < Xo, however, 
the islands will be covered by tiles, as is a coastline, yielding a level-set dimension 
that may be expected to be in the range, 1 < D2 < 2. Such multiscale sets can 

arise in the distribution of matter in clusters of galaxies, for example, as well as 

other natural phenomena. 

To return, Mandelbrot's proposal that level sets generated by turbulence pos- 
sess a coverage describable by a power-law relation must be interpreted as implying 
that there exists an intermediate range of scales of (tile) size A, such that, 

in which the fractal dimension, D, assumes an intermediate value (e.g., Eq. 2.9) that 
may be accepted as a constant over this A-range. To quote Falconer (1990, p. xxi), 



the underlying point of view is that, for naturally-generated complex geometrical 
objects, ". . . over certain ranges of scale they appear very much Pike fractals and 
at such scales may usefully be regarded as such." The required self-similarity in 
behavior, for fractal scaling, at least over some restricted range of scales, as indicated 
in Eq. 2.11, for example, was suggested by Vicsek (1992) as, "a property we can 
assume for all objects arising as a result of any physical process." In what follows, 
we will discuss these proposals in the context of turbulence, in particular, as well 
as the consequences as regards their capacity to describe natural phenomena, in 

general. 

2.1 An overview of reports on fractals for turbulence 

Welander, in 1955, discussed (what would now be termed) fractal properties of 

model objects like Koch islands, which he called "snow-flake curves". In a discussion 
focused on scalar transport in two-dimensional, liquid-phase, unsteady flow, he 
analyzed the representation of interfacial arc length, which he recognized could, in 
principle, increase to very high values. Welander suggested that met hods of analysis, 
reminiscent of today's fractal-geometry tools, could be applied to the description of 
"snow-flake99 curves, as well as scalar interfaces advected in turbulence. Figure 2.$ 

is reproduced from his paper, and depicts the deformation of a small (originally- 
square) dyed fluid region on the surface of a fluid, that he agitated and then set 
into rot at ion to maintain quasi- two-dimensional flow. 

There probably exist other reports, as well, of diseussions with similar proposals 
to apply fractal ideas. There can be no question, however, that it is Mandelbrot 
who must be credited for bringing the subject of fractals to attention, proposing 
that they can be expected to find application and that they constitute the natural 
formalism for the description of the geometrical properties of level sets generated in 
many natural phenomena. In the case of turbulence (Mandelbrot 1975a), Be noted, 

"turbulent shapes . . . almost cry out for proper geometrical description,g' 

and, in his book on fractals (Mandelbrot 1977, p. 146), 

". . . we have already noted that sophisticated stochastic geometry is not used in 
any science, and includes the specific random surfaces and lines of turbulence. 
It is a pity. I believe that more imaginative stochastic geometry would be help- 
ful in describing the truly disordered aspects of turbulence. Stochastic fractal 
geometry should be of particular interest." 



FIG. 2.8 Observed deformation of a small, dyed square fluid region on the surface 
of an agitated fluid (Welander 1955, Fig. 3). 

For isoscalar surfaces in three-dimensional homogeneous turbulence, he argued for 
a fract a1 dimension, 

D3 = 3 - 1/3 = 8/3 , (2.12a) 

if turbulence could be described as possessing "Kolmogorov-Gauss" scaling, a value 
he obtained by analyzing random, Gaussian fields with Kolmogorov variance (Man- 
delbrot 1975a, 1975b, and 1977), and a fractal dimension, 

for L'Gauss-Burgers turbulence" (Mkndelbrot f 977). 

Mandelbrot also suggested that intermittency in turbulence is a direct conse- 
quence of the fractal nature of the geometry of regions in the flow where kinetic 
energy dissipation occurs, offering an alternative interpretation to the phenomenon 
than the latter theories proposed by Kolmogorov (1962) and, subsequently, others. 
See discussion in Monin & Yaglom (1975) as well as the more recent review by Frisch 
(1975, Ch. 8) of intermittency theories based on cascade, fractal, and multifractd 
models. 



On this topic, comparing the contributions of this formalism to turbulence, vs. 

(low-order) dynamical systems, Frisch (1995, p. 205) notes, 

"Paradoxically, the  multifractal character of fully developed turbulence is still a 
controversial matter, whereas attractors of chaotic dissipative dynamical systems 
are known, and sometimes proven rigorously, to be multifractal." 

Intermit tency and multifract a1 models deal with the amplitude distribution and 
support of the field of interest and are beyond the scope of the present discussion, 
which is focused on the stochastic geometrical properties of level sets of turbulence- 
generated scalar fields. 

.2.9 "Log-log plot of the number of boxes N ( E )  containing the boundary [in a 
longitudinal section] vs. the size of the box E ;  from the straight line portion 
of the graph the fractal dimension is found to be 1.36" (square brackets 
ours). From Psasad & Sreenivasan (1989, Fig. 10). 

Following Mandelbrot 's proposals, experiment al measurements investigating 
fractal behavior of level sets in turbulence were first reported by Sreenivasan & 
Meneveau (1986), for a variety of flows including shear layers, jets, wakes, and 
boundary layers. Sreenivasan & Meneveau accepted that level sets in turbulence, 
"can be expected to be fractal-like only in an intermediate range of scales . . . 
bounded [from above] by scales comparable with or smaller than the large scale 



FIG. 2.10 "The log-log plot of the number of boxes N(r) containing the boundary 
in an orthogonal section (z/dj = 21) [in our notation] versus the size r 
of the box. As before, the slope of the straight region in the plot gives 
the fractal dimension of the boundary. The value of the dimension is 
the same as that calculated from longitudinal sections" (square brackets 
ours). From Prasad & Sreenivasan (1990a, Fig, 12). 

0 

of the flow . . . and [from below] by the Kolmogorov scale." fl They reported a value 
of Dl = 0.32, for one-dimensional (temporal) cuts of isoscalar data, and D2 = 1.33, 
for two-dimensional measurements in a turbulent jet. Sreenivasan & Meneveau also 
accepted Mandelbrot 's suggestion that, for isotropic level sets, a two-dimensional 

slice of a three-dimensional isosurface whose fractal dimension is given by D3 would 
have a fractal dimension given by, 

0 
0 

0 
-I I I .  I I I OOQ 

and suggested that, therefore, three-dimensional isoscalar surfaces should be char- 
acterized by a fract a1 dimension, D3 = D2 + 1 = 2.33. In contrast to these findings, 
however, Sreenivasan & Meneveau pointed out, in the same paper, that long records 
(of the order of 500 large scales) of 1-D signals of the streamwise velocity in turbu- 
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lent boundary layers do not appear fractal but, rather, exhibit statistics resembling 

# In the case of scalar fields, the lower bound would be associated with the (Batchelor 1959) dif- 
fusion scale. For water (high-Schmidt-number fluid), for example, this is substantially smaller 
than the (Kolrnogorov) viscous scale (cf. Eq. 1.20). 



those of random (Poisson) points on a Pine. On the whole, however, Sreenivasan & 
Meneveau concluded that "several aspects of turbulence can be described roughly 
by fractals." 

Sreenivasan e t  al. (1989) reported a fractal dimension of D2 = 1.36 for isoscalar 
jet data, with D2 = 1.35 f 0.05 as a mean value for various turbulent shear flows, 
and offered arguments for a value of D3 = 7/3 based on Reynolds-number similarity. 
Prasad & Sreenivasan (1989,1990a) analyzed two-dimensional cuts of turbulent jets 
along the mean flow direction ( i . e . ,  including the jet axis), as well as transverse to 
the jet axis (as in Fig. 2.5, above). Figure 2.9 reproduces their coverage data for a 
Re = 4000 jet, identified as corresponding to their streamwise cut (8 5 z/dj 5 24, 
in our notation), from which the, 

". . . value of D . . . turns out to be 1.36. Orthogonal sections also yielded 1.36 
within the experimental error, showing the independence of the result on the 
orientation of the intersecting plane." 

The latter can be ascertained from their data, reproduced in Fig. 2.10 from their 
1990a report, where they are identified as an example of coverage data derived from 
a transverse cut at z/dj  = 21 (in our notation), at the same Reynolds number. As 
can be seen by a comparison of the data in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10, the behavior is, indeed, 
very similar. Prasad & Sreenivasan (1990b) also analyzed three-dimensional data of 
the isoscalar surfaces in turbulent jets, reporting a dimension of D3 = 2.35 f 0.04. 

A lack of (constant-D) fractal scaling was later noted by Sreenivasan (1991), 
however, for isoscalar surfaces in the interior of the jet. Sreenivasan pointed out 
that, for level sets of concentration in turbulent jets at intermediate thresholds, "the 
log-log [coverage] plots are somewhat rounded," concluding that level sets "close to 
the mean concentration level . . . are not good candidates for fractallike description" 
(Sreenivasan 1991, p. 553). Sreenivasan (1991, Fig. 6b) includes an illustration of 
this lack of fractal scaling, in the same paper. 

A theoretical estimate for a dimension of D3 = 2.5 was obtained by Con- 
stantin (1989, 1990), in accord with the Mandelbrot Gauss-Burgers turbulence 
model (Eq. 2.12b). An analysis of level-set geometry, based on the equations of mo- 
tion, was put forth by Constantin et al. (199f), based on Constantin9s 1989 work. 
Surface area estimates of a scalar isosurface portion in a fluid element advected 
with the flow were obtained using the co-area rule of geometric-measure theory. 



A comparison with the experimental data is reproduced in Fig. 2.11.* Constantin 
e t  al. (1991) suggested a fractal dimension of D3 = 813, for isoscalar surfaces in 
the jet interior, in accord with Mandelbrot's Kolmogorov-Gauss turbulence model 
(Eq. 2.12a), and D3 = 713, for isoscalar surfaces near the jet boundary. 

FIG. 2.11 Theory of Constantin et al. (1991) applied to experimental results for 
level sets of concentration in a turbulent jet .* 

Procaccia e t  al. (1992), pointed out, however, that "the theory [of Constantin 
e t  a1. (1991)] cannot exclude the possibility that the scaling exponent, B, depends 
on [the scale] r" (the scale A, in our notation - inserts in square brackets ours). 
Procaccia e t  al. (1992) analyzed isosurfaces of vorticity in three-dimensional ho- 
mogeneous turbulence, using the direct-numerical-simulation data of Vincent & 
Meneguzzi (1991), and concluded that, ". . . it is impossible to state with confi- 
dence that the [fractal] behavior [of the vorticity isosurfaces] is clear-cut." 

Lane-SedT (1993) reported a threshold-dependent fractal dimension, for iso- 
scalar contours estimated from images in liquid-phase jet and plume flows. A min- 

* It would appear that the data found in agreement with the theory are the same %s the ones 
that yielded the coverage data in Sreenivasan (1991, Fig. 6b), that led to the conclusion of a 
"sounded" coverage plot, i.e., a lack of "fractallike description" (recall discussion above). 



Box dimension/plume radius 

FIG. 2.12 Coverage counts vs. scale, normalized by local liquid-phase jet (plume) 
radius. Different symbols denote different image realizations. Systematic 
curvature in log-log plot noted by author (Lane-Serff 1993, Fig. a),  

imum value of D2 = 1.23, with respect to the threshold choice, was estimated by 
fitting a least-squares straight line to the coverage data. Figure 7 of the Lane-SerfF 
paper is reproduced here as Fig. 2.12. As the author noted, "The data are close to 
a straight line but there is a distinct curve." i.e., curvature, in the log-log cover- 
age plots. This was attributed, however, to ". . . the small range between integral 
and Kolmogorov scales at the Reynolds numbers of [the] experiment 9." Praskovsky 
e t  al. (1993) analyzed high-Reynolds-number turbulence level-set data of velocity, 
noting the absence of any wide range of scales characterized by a constant fractal 
dimension, but reported an average value of Dl x 0.4. 

The 1991 analysis by Constantin e t  al. was revisited and expanded by Con- 
stantin (1994a, 199413) and Constantin & Procaccia (1994), with isosurface-area 
bounds obtained from the scalar transport equation, with Kolrnogorov scaling for 
the advecting velocity field. In these analyses, as with the earlier discussion, it was 
assumed that level sets of the scalar fields were characterized by a const ant fractal 
dimension. The 1994 update of this work identified the estimate of D3 = 813 as a 
sharp estimate (rather than an upper bound), in the limit of Sc 4 os. 

Flohr & Olivari (1994) analyzed isoscalar surfaces in gas-phase turbulent jets 
and reported, "constant scaling behavior over a wide range [of scales]," with a 
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FIG. 2.13 Isoscalar (smoke concentration) box-counting st atistics derived from a 
R e  rr: 2000 jet. Planar image normal to the jet axis at z/dj 15 (Flohr 
& Olivari 1994, Fig. 7). 

t hreshold-dependent fract a1 dimension exhibiting a maximum value.** For the outer 
isoscalar surfaces, they suggested that Dg = 1.30 f 0.05. Their Fig. 7 is reproduced 
here as Fig. 2.13. Sreenivasan (1994) suggested that D3 = 2.35 f 0.05 for outer 
isoscalar surfaces in turbulent jets, with fractal scaling, "over much of the interval 
between the integral scale and the Iiolmogorov scale," and a fractal dimension of 
D3 = 2.67 f 0.05 for the inner isoscalar surfaces, in a scaling range stated to be 
"smaller" than for outer isosurfaces. He characterized the degree of confidence of 
these conclusions as, "fairly certain." More recently, Baldyga & Bourne (1995) 
offered fractal and multifractal models of turbulent mixing, assuming const ant-D 
behavior. 

An analysis of the (temporal) evolution of a line element in grid-generated tur- 
bulence was reported by Villermaux & Gagne (1994). Their measurements of the 
wrinkling of a smoke filament, shed from a thin wire downstream of a grid in a 
wind tunnel, were interpreted in terms of a fitted power-law coverage dimension 
that increased (linearly) with the distance downstream from a thin wire. Invok- 
ing Kolmogorov scaling, they proposed that the slope of the fractal dimension os. 

** Recall that Lane-Serff (1993), however, reported data with a minimum value of the fractal 
dimension, with respect to scalar threshold. 



(Lagrangian) time was proportional to ~ e ' l ' ,  reporting good agreement with their 

data. 

The reports mentioned above offered theoretical and experimental evidence in 

support of constant-D descriptions of level sets arising in turbulence. Over the 
same period, several others, however, arrived at the opposite conclusion, also based 
on both theoretical and experiment a1 work. Namely, that a const ant- D coverage 
description is not applicable to level-sets in turbulent flows and in other contexts. 
These latter reports will be briefly discussed below. 

Takayasu (1982), argued on theoretical grounds that the dynamics of turbu- 

lent flow necessarily vary with scale. He suggested that descriptions of turbulent 
diffusion, in particular, may be expected to require coverage dimensions that are 
functions of scale and not constant, i. e., in terms of the coverage, iVd(X), 

of fluid-particle Lagrangian trajectories. Takayasu invoked Reynolds-number sim- 
ilarity to support his c0njecture.f In his study of the geometry of the trajectory 
(as opposed to level set) of a one-dimensional random-walk particle as a function of 
step-size, A, he employed a scale-dependent D(X), in our notation, and conjectured 
that such variable dimensions should be applicable to turbulent diffusion and other 

natural phenomena. He argued that, in random walks with a fixed step size, particle 
trajectories appear (inertially) correlated, when viewed at scales larger or smaller 
than the step size. G .  I. Taylor (1921) had also considered a modified random 
walk as a model of turbulent diffusion, in which he allowed for particles with iner- 
tia, i.e., a random walk with correlated steps. See discussion by McComb (1991), 
of G. I. Taylor's proposal. Takayasu used a real-space renormalization argument 
to derive an expression for the successive (spatial) coverage of a one-dimensional, 
random walk with finite step size. He initially used the term, "differential fractal di- 
mension," later employing the term, "scale-dependent fractal dimension" (Takayasu 

1992). In 1993, Borgas offered Lagrangian-statistic arguments for a scale-dependent 
D(X) for particle trajectories in turbulent flow and that, in particular, a power-law 
(constant-D) region should not be expected. 

Regarding turbulence-generated level sets, Miller & Dimotakis (1991a) reported 
on high signal-to-noise-ratio rneasusernents of the jet-fluid concentration in the far 

t As noted above, the principle of Reynolds-number similarity had also been invoked by Sreeni- 
vasan et al. (1989), to argue for a (constant) fractal dimension of level sets. 



field of liquid-phase turbulent jets, conducted at various Reynolds numbers, with 
level sets computed for a range of scalar thresholds. A constant D was not found, for 
either one-dimensional temporal data at a fixed point, one-dimensional spatial data, 
or two-dimensional space-time data. Instead, their coverage statistics indicated a 
variable, scale-dependent D(X), which they computed as the local slope (logarith- 

mic derivative) of the coverage (Eq. 2.14). For a wide range of scalar thresholds 
straddling the local mean, the coverage dimension for one-dimensional temporal 
data varied smoothly from 0 to 1; for one-dimensional spatial data, from near 0 to 
near 1; and, for two-dimensional space-time data, from near 1 to near 2. 

Sreenivasan (1991), in a review that followed shortly, commented on the Miller 
& Dimotakis experiment a1 findings, suggesting they could be attributable to dif- 
ferences between temporal and spatial data.$ Kerstein (1991) also commented on 
the Miller & Dimotakis, offering an alternate possible explanation for variable-D 
behavior. 

A general discussion on constant-D behavior was offered by Dimotakis (1991), 
on the basis of dimensional analysis and similarity. He suggested that power-law 
expressions, like Eq. 2.3, on which fractal similarity (constant-D) is based, imply a 
relatively strong dependence of the level-set geometry on some characteristic scale, 
in contrast to accepted notions. In the case of turbulence, it was argued that such 

a scale was unlikely to apply to fully-developed turbulent Aows. 

Gluckman et  al. (1993), in their experiments in thermal turbulence, reported 

that temperature isosurfaces do not display const ant - D scaling, while species con- 
centration isosurfaces show a limited range of "approximately-fractal" scaling. Re- 
cent experiments to investigate the geometry of scalar level sets were reported by 
Catrakis & Dimotakis (1996a), who obtained two-dimensional, high signal-to-noise 
ratio, spatial measurements of the concentration field in the far field of liquid-phase, 
turbulent jets, in a plane perpendicular to the jet axis. These investigations were 
conducted for a range of scalar thresholds and values of the Reynolds number be- 
low, near, and above the estimated mixing-transition Reynolds-number threshold of 
Re x lo4 (cf. Sec. 1.1). The geometry of the jet-fluid concentration level sets were 
found to be described by a scale-dependent fractal dimension, D2 (A), increasing 
smoothly, with increasing scale, from unity, at small scales, to 2 at scales compara- 

$ Some previous reports of constant-D findings, based on one-dimensional data, such as those 
by Sreenivasan & Meneveau (1986), had also relied on temporal data. In addition to temporal 
data, variable-D behavior was also reported by Miller & Dimotakis (1991a) for (purely) spatial 
measurements. 



As noted above, the reports summarized above, and others not listed here, 
fall in two categories. A set that is generally supportive of the (constant-D) fractal 
scaling proposals for turbulence-generated level sets and a set not supportive of these 
proposals. The reports that may be regarded as supportive, include experimental 
and theoretical analyses of level-set geometry derived from scalar, velocity, and 
vorticity fields in turbulence, extending the original proposals that fractal geometry 
may be applicable to isoscalar surfaces in turbulent flows. 

IVevertheless, some of these generally supportive reports also cast some doubt 
on the notion of a power-law relation between the coverage count, N(A), versus 
the covering-box size, A, i.e., that a constant fractal dimension, D, exists over some 
significant range of scales. These doubts were either explicitly stated by the authors, 
or can be gleaned from the actual data presented and analyzed for the purpose, as 
suggested in the data and analysis reproduced in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10, as well the data 
in Fig. 2.11. The reader is invited to sight along the data and the fitted straight line. 
in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10 to ascertain the systematic curvature in the coverage data. In 

particular, one can see a continuously-increasing slope, for most of the scale range, 
in the corresponding log N(X) vs. log X plots. Secondly, a part of the experimental 
evidence that was accepted as leading to this conclusion was derived from relatively 
low Reynolds number flows, i.e., not fully-developed turbulence (cf. discussion in 
Sec. 1.1), for which, as was noted by some of the authors (e.g., Lane-SerfF 1993), 
the various similarity laws and, presumably, (constant-D) fractal similarity would 
not be expected to apply. 

The reports that concluded that the fractal dimension must be treated as a 
scale-dependent variable, i,e., that Dd = Dd(X), also included theoretical and exper- 
imental work. Interestingly, t he need to extend t he (power-law) fract a1 framework 
&st appeared in a theoretical analysis of random-walk processes (Takayasu 1982), 
on which the conjecture that it should apply to other processes, such as turbulence, 
was made. To date, however, it has not proven possible to argue, theoretically, 
whet her fully-developed (high- Re) turbulence is characterized by const ant- D frac- 
tal geometry. 

As noted above, the theoretical analyses that have dealt with the general issue 
have focused on fract al-dimension bounds and estimates, assuming const ant- D frae- 
t al geometry. Recall, however, the negative statement by Bimot akis (1991), who 
argued that if co-dimension values, d - Dd,  are in the range propbsed, constant-D 
fractal behavior would require a strong dependence on some characteristic scale, 
whose existence is unlikely in fully-developed turbulence. The analysis, by Procac- 



cia et  al. (1992), of the isovorticity surfaces derived from the Vincent & Meneguazi 
(1991) direct numerical simulations, was inconclusive on this question and, in any 
event, based on simulations at a (Taylor) Reynolds number that may not have been 
high enough to settle the issue either way. It was left to experiments to address the 

problem. 

2.2 Other reports of scale-dependent geometry 

Suzuki (1984) reported variable-D behavior for Japanese coastlines and dis- 
cussed a scale-dependent Koch curve model. Suzuki used the term "transient fractal 
dimension" and "transient fractals" to describe scale-dependent geometrical prop- 
erties. Mark & Aronson (1984) reported similar behavior in the analysis of topo- 
graphic surfaces and used the term, "scale-dependent fractal dimension." 

FIG. 2.14 Length of random-walk (Brownian-motion) trajectory of particles in so- 
lution, as a function of scale. (a) polystyrene latex; (b) bacteriophage T4; 
(c) T4 particles with host E. coli B cells; (d) as in (c) with measurements 
over a shorter time; m.s.1. denotes mean segment length (step size). From 
Matsuura et al. (1986, Fig. 1). 



Matsuura e t  ab. (1986) reported variable-D behavior in measurements of ran- 
dom walk (Brownian motion) trajectories of particles in solution, in accord with 
Takayasu's (1982) one-dimensional analysis, as shown in Fig. 2.14. 
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FIG. 2-15 SDP dimension of the fracture network of rocks. (a) 2-D survey of a 
10 m x lorn section; (b) 1-D survey through the 2-D section of (a); (c) 
1-D survey of a 80m x 2m section of a drift wall (Chilks 1988, Fig. 6). 

Chilks (1988) studied fractured rocks, finding a continuously-varying, "local 
similarity dimension," as a function of scale, in both 1-D and 2-D surveys, as shown 
in Fig. 2.15. Chilks suggested several models for such scale-dependent fractal be- 
havior, including scale-dependent Cantor dust. 

'In his study of biological tissues using microscopic biometry, Rigaut (1991) also- 
reported scale-dependent fractal behavior, as shown in Fig. 2.16. In particular, he 
found, in his words, a "drifting fractal dimension" with scale, and used the term 
"semi-fractals" as applicable to the analysis of the alveolar geometry of lungs of 
prematurely-born rabbits. 

In characterizing the distribution of galaxies in the universe, Cast agnoli & 
Provenzale (1991) suggested that, 'f . . it is probably necessary to consider models 
whose scaling and fractal properties vary with the spatial scale." Brandt et a%. 

(1991) reported in their analysis of solar granulation data, '" .. a smooth transition 
of the fractal dimension from small to large granules." More recently, Eaherrhre 
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FIG. 2.16 The perimeter, BTA, in a reference area, A, of the outline of microscopic 
sections of the pulmonary alveoles of prematurely born rabbits, as a func- 
tion of scale, r. Untreated (underdeveloped) as well as treated (with 
surfactant at birth) alveoles were analyzed (Rigaut 1991, Fig. 14.1). 

(1996) reported scale-dependent geometry in the distribution of town sizes and 
Andrle (1996) found similar behavior in the geometry of coastlines of fjord, volcanic, 

as well as tectonic origin. 

2.3 Scale-dependent fractals 

Before proceeding, we note that, in the original context of Mandelbrot, "scale- 
dependent fractal dimension" represents a contradiction in terms. In particular, if 

a fractal is to be regarded as, "rough and fragmented to the same degree at all 
scales," as Mandelbrot defined it, it must possess a constant (scale-independent) 
fractal dimension, as indicated in Eq. 2.2. In adopting the term "scale-dependent 
fractal dimension", employed by Mark & Aronson (1984), as well as by Takayasu 
j1992), and the proposed extension, we recognize that the requirement of scale- 
independent properties has been relaxed. However, the proposal is to retain the 
term "fractal", even though scale-dependent geometry is accepted, in deference to 
Mandelbrot's (1975a, 197513) adoption of the latin root, fractus which (only) means 
"fragmented," with no implied requirement for scale self-similarity, 



The proposed extension allows a more flexible description of the geometry of 
level sets and has a utility that extends beyond the descriptive, as will be demon- 
strated in the discussions that follow. In any event, constant-D fractal behavior is 
not excluded and may naturally be incorporated as a special case. The proposed 
extended framework is referred to as "scale-dependent-fractal" (SDF) geometry 
and retains the notion of quantifying complex geometries in terms of fractional 
dimensions, while allowing for scale-dependent geometric behavior, with the origi- 
nal, scale-invariant, fractal geometry of level sets referred to as "power-law-fractal" 
(PLF) geometry (Catrakis & Dimot akis 1996a). 

As the chronology of the brief overview of the turbulence literature indicates, 

in this context, the earlier experimental work was, generally, supportive of the Man- 
delbrot (const ant-D) PLF scaling proposals, with the experiment a1 work indicating 

a need for a scale-dependent fractal (SDF) description appearing later, for the most 

part. Coming in the wake of the first set, the latter work had the benefit of the 
earlier experience and, in seeking an explanation for the discrepancy, explored ad- 
ditional questions that could influence the results. These will be discussed below. 

3. Scale-dependellt geonletry of isoscalars in turbulent jets 

Shortly after Mandelbrot's (1977) book, several investigations of fractal proper- 
ties of level sets in turbulence were undertaken. Laser-induced-fluorescence images 
of turbulent jets (Dimotakis et  al. 1983), such as the one reproduced in van Dyke's 

book (1982, p. 97), and others, were already available (cf. Figs. 1.3a,b). In the 
second edition of his book, Mandelbrot refers to Fig. 1.3a (1982, p. 52b) as evidence 
corroborating fractal proposals for turbulence. Our own attempts at the time, 
however, to perform a fractal analysis on the lower-Reynolds-number images (e.g.,  

Fig. 1.3a), that had the more easily identified scalar interfaces, did not yield con- 
st ant fract a1 dimensions. The difficult ies of the "st ret ched-st ring" algorithm that 
had been employed (recall Fig. 2.4 and related discussion), in conjunction with the 
limited ability to acquire and analyze enough data for reliable statistics, discour- 
aged us from sharing these early results, which were regarded as inconclusive. A 
few other groups had made similar informal attempts, some using the same lases- 
induced photos of the turbulent jet, who reached the same eonclusion. Later efforts 
at Caltech, based on linear-CCD images also failed to provide conclusive results 
(Dimotakis 1996). 



The first reports by Sreenivasan and his group, and subsequently others, in 
support of Mandelbrot's fractal proposals for turbulent-flow-generated level sets, 
cited above, appeared shortly thereafter. However, in our opinion at least, some of 
the issues we were worried about had not been addressed. 

To investigate the matter in a way that would settle some of these, an ex- 
periment was designed for the purpose: to produce data of adequate statistical 
confidence, have a large enough dynamic range of scales, permit a more reliable 
analysis of the data using coverage-based (rat her than "stret ched-string" ) algo- 
rit hms, explore the effects of flow Reynolds number, investigate the dependence 

of the results on the scalar threshold chosen to define the level set. It was also 
designed to address the important issue of fixed-level crossings by a signal with a 
finite signal-to-noise ratio. The experiments were reported by Miller & Dimotakis 
(1991a) and are discussed below. 

3.1 1-D temporal and spatial isoscalar behavior 

The Miller & Dimotakis (1991a) experiments to investigate scalar level set 
behavior were carried in the facility schematically shown in Fig. 3.1. The discussion 
and figures in the brief account below are derived from their report. A water tank 
with glass windows on all four sides, with an interior volume of about 1 .l m3, acted 
as the (discharge) reservoir that provided the (unlabeled) fluid scalar entrained by 
the jet. To establish the flow, air was sonically metered to drive the jet fluid at 
constant velocity through a dj = 2.54 mm (0.1 in) diameter nozzle at the base of the 
plenum, that was filled with water labeled with a fluorescent laser dye (disodium 
fluorescein), at a concentration less than M. 

For the single-point (one-dimensional) time-series measurements, an argon-ion 
laser beam was expanded, collimated, and aligned, crossing the jet centerline axis 
at right angles (radially) at the measuring station at z/dj = 100. The optics were 
designed to avoid spurious reflections and generated a small Gaussian waist at the 
focus formed on the jet centerline. The laser beam power was maintained at 1.0 W 
to avoid heating of the dyed fluid in the very small focal volume and to prevent 
saturation (photo bleaching). The much lower concentrations of dye at z/dj = 100 
did not measurably attenuate or steer the beam. The resulting signal-to-noise ratio 
was 60 dB, as estimated on the basis of the scalar time series power spectrum (cf. 
Fig. 3.2). 
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FIG. 3.1 Schematic of turbulent-jet apparatus used for 1-D temporal and spatial 
scalar measurements (ibid. Fig. 1). 

The single-point time-series measurements were made utilizing a low f# lens 
to collect light from the very short segment centered at the waist of the focused 
laser beam at the measuring station, through an optical low-pass filter to eliminate 

the laser-frequency (green) light, onto a photomultiplier tube, yielding single-point 
jet-fluid concentration values us. time. A slit spatial filter defined the length of the 
laser line segment sampled, with a width chosen such that the sampling volume 
was roughly cubic in shape, about 80 pm on a side.g The signal chain incorporated 

a three-pole Butterworth filter, with a cutoff frequency set slightly under 10 kHz. 
The data were intentionally oversampled in time, by some margin (at a sampling 
frequency of 20 kHz), as can be seen by the frequency where the white noise floor 

crossed the concentration spectrum. The same sampling frequency was used in 

all the runs, permitting the reliable definition of a Wiener-filter kernel, as will be 
explained below. 

The Reynolds number was varied in these experiments, with measurements in 
the range, 2.9 x lo3 5 Re 5 23 x 1Q3. Special consideration was given to the 
treatment of noise. Specifically, power spectra of the data were computed, along 
with the optimal (least mean-square error) Wiener filter in each case (Wiener 1949, 
Press et al. 1986). The data were then convolved with the Wiener kernel to sbt ain 

!I A slit, rather than a pinhole, was employed so that any small1 beam movements in the vertical 
direction did not alter the size of the measurement volume (and, by extension, the intensity of 
the signal). 
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FIG. 3.2 Temporal power spectra of unfiltered and Wiener-filtered data (Miller & 
Dimotakis 1991a, Fig. 2). 

unfiltered signal 
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FIG. 3.3 Effect of noise on threshold transitions. Data recorded for Re = 2.9 x lo3 
(ibid. Fig. 15). See Fig. 3.2, above. 

the optimally-estimated signal, consistent with the detection noise level in each sun. 



The Wiener-filtered data were thresholded and transitions, i.e., crossings at 

the selected scalar threshold value, were located. Figure 3.3 compares the level 
crossings, over a short time interval, of the raw (unfiltered) signal to those of the 

Wiener-filtered signal, at a scalar threshold equal to the local mean, c = Z. The 
choice of threshold is important and will be discussed below. As can be seen, 
the difference in both the number and spacing of level crossings between the two 
signals is very large. It should be recalled that it is the Wiener-filtered signal whose 
spectrum is concave downwards, as expected for a scalar time series, and is depicted 

as the dashed curve in Fig. 3.2. 

The resulting level set, i.e., the record of transition locations, was then pro- 

cessed using a 1-D box-counting algorithm. The algorithm determines the number, 
or coverage count, Nl (A), of contiguous, constant-length segments, or "tiles9', re- 
quired to cover the transition locations on a record, as a function of the tile size, 

A. The fractal dimension, D1(X) is then computed as the logarithmic derivative 
(Eq. 2.14) of the coverage count. 

FIG. 3.4 Coverage, N1 (A), as a function of scale for 1-D temporal scalar measure- 
ments in a turbulent jet (ibid. Fig. 4). 

The log-log plots of Nl(A) and plots of the resulting D1(A) for the single-point, 
on-axis concentration measurements in the jet, using a threshold value equal to 



FIG. 3.5 Coverage dimension, D1(X), as a function of scale, derived from the cover- 
age data in Fig. 3-4 (ibid. Fig. 5). 

the mean concentration, are shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. The length scale, A, was 
estimated by multiplying the time interval with the calculated mean (centerline) 
velocity and has been expressed in absolute length (meters). The local jet diameter 
at the measuring location was estimated as equal to S(x) = 0.1 m, i.e., 10g,~(A/m) = 
-1.0 ( cf. Fig. 3.5) corresponds to a scale X FZ S. 

If the level set possessed a constant fractal dimension, a horizontal portion of 

the curve would be observed in Fig.3.5. As can be seen, no evidence of such a 

constant value is evident in the Dl (A) plots, other than the limiting values of 0 and 
1 that can be argued for a priori. The observed continuous increase of D1(X) occurs 
over a range of equivalent spatial scales from below the Kolmogorov scale, up to 
the outer large scales of the flow (loglo X/m = 0.1). The limiting value of 1 at the 
large tile sizes indicates that every tile of sufficient length covers (some) transitions. 
This is to be expected for scales on the order of the local jet diameter (S(z)  = 11 cm 

for the data in Fig. 3.5, or larger, since over such a distance (or corresponding 
time) a crossing of the mean concentration level is almost certain. Failure to reach 
an asymptotic value of unity would indicate that either the data record was of 
insufficient length to capture the largest scales of the flow, or that the processing 

algorithm stopped at a tile size shorter than the largest scales. All four curves 



in Fig. 3.5 approach D1(A) 2 0, merging in the vicinity of the spatid resolution 
estimate, i.e., A 2i A,,, N 80pm1 as noted above, for these measurements. The 
limiting behavior for D1(A), for large and small A, is consistent with what should 
be expected (Dimotakis 1991), as noted above (recall Eqs. 2.8 and 2.10, and related 
discussion). 

FIG. 3.6 Coverage dimension, Dl (A), derived from off-axis, 1-D temporal scalar 
measurements in a turbulent jet (ibid. Fig. 8). 

Measurements were also made off the jet centerline, on the rays q = r / z  = 0.06 
and 0.13, at a Reynolds number of 8600. The results, from level sets derived for the 
threshold choice, c = c = fn(q), are shown in Fig. 3.6, along with the corresponding 
centerline curve, i .e . ,  q = 0. The similarity in the three results is noteworthy, 
despite the relatively large variation in the value of the threshold, ~ ( q ) .  

It had been suggested by Sreenivasan & Meneveau (1986), that if long records 
are used in the box-counting algorithm, they may mask local power-law fractal 
behavior. Miller & Dimotakis (1991a, Fig. 17 and related discussion) addressed 
this issue by processing a sequence of short records independently, and, aside from 
the impaired statistics, as expected from the shorter records, found a similar Dl (A) 
dependence on the scale, A, as for the longer records. 



FIG. 3.7 Scalar-threshold effects on Dl (A) (ibid. Fig. 10). 

Scalar-threshold effects were also addressed. A range of thresholds for the 
single-point data, both on-axis and off-axis at q = 0.13, were examined. The de- 
pendence of D1(X) on the scalar-threshold is shown in Fig.3.7. The continuous 
variation of the D1(X) curves with X can be seen to persist for a rather large range 
of threshold values on either side of the local mean concentration. As the threshold 
is either increased or decreased, two effects are observed. The sloping region shifts 

position, achieving the asymptotic value of 1 at progressively larger (time) scales, 
as would be expected for temporal data.* Secondly, a bump appears at smaller 
values of A. While the linear scale may not make it clear, the off-axis data exhibit 
a similar bump at small scales as the on-axis data, when viewed at smaller val- 
ues in logarithmic coordinates. This behavior reflects the stochastic character of 
the concentration signal (rather than the fluid dynamics of the turbulent jet), as 
indicated, by processing measurements of laser light scattered from a very dilute, 
const ant-concentration fluorescent-dye solution. 

To further understand the three-dimensional plots, the nature of the concen- 
tration signal must be considered. Possible scalar values are bounded by zero and 
some upper limit and the measured concentration time history exhibits many max- 
ima and minima. Near the mean, relatively few of these extrema are encountered. 
On the other hand, for thresholds approaching the highest or lowest values detected, 
many such turning points are found, and they may dominate the statistics. Picture 

* The probability of encountering a transition within a certain tile size (time interval) decreases 
for scalar thresholds away from the mean, increasing the tile size required to cover a threshold 
crossing with some certainty. 



a local minimum in concentration, with a roughly parabolic dependence of c ( t )  in 
its vicinity. Imagine then a threshold level that is slowly decreased toward the min- 
imum value. Two threshold crossings are encountered, which, as the threshold is 
lowered, move closer together. These eventually (almost) join before the threshold 
drops below the minimum (recall that the signal is discretely sampled in time). 
Thus, near the turning points there can be a separation of scales; one length is as- 
sociated with the typical distance between extrema, and the other is a much smaller 
scale associated with the spacing of crossings within pairs at each extrema. 

log(A1 (arb.  units) 

FIG. 3.8 Coverage dimension, &(A), derived from 1-D spatial scalar measurements 
in a turbulent jet (ibid. Fig. 6). 

This scale separation manifests itself in the Dl (A) plots in two primary ways. 
One is the appearance of a bump at the smallest scales, traceable to the double 
crossings at each extremum. This bump is indicative of a characteristic length at 
that scale. The second is that the rise of D1(X) to its asymptotic value of unity is 
shifted to larger scales as the threshold is increased, or decreased, from the local 
mean. This is ascribable to what could be called conservation of spacing. Pairs of 
crossings drop out as the threshold moves past their extrema, producing a larger 
length scale associated with the distance between crossings to either side of the 
pair. This is enhanced by crossings within a pair coming closer together as the 



threshold approaches their extremum, causing the spaces between adjacent pairs to 
correspondingly increase. Both the bump at small scales and the shift in the rise 
are evident in all of the three-dimensional Dl (A) plots. 

One-dimensional spatial measurements were also recorded (with different beam- 
expansion optics to produce a collimated beam; cf. Fig. 3.1), imaging a line element 
of the concentration field on a 512-pixel linear photodetector array. The line element 
spanned one tenth of the local jet diameter, at z l d  cz 300, centered on the jet axis, 
at Re cz 1.0 x lo3, 2.0 x lo3, and 3.0 x lo3. The coverage dimension was computed for 
these data as a function of spatial scale, Dl (A), without invoking Taylor's hypothesis 
(Fig. 3.8). The behavior is similar to that of Fig. 3.5, even though, for these, smaller- 
dynamic-range data, the range of scales is insufficient to allow Dl (A)  to attain the 
expected limiting values of 0 and 1 (cf. Eqs. 2.8, 2.10, and related discussion). In 
particular, no constant-D scale region is observed for these spatial data either. 

t ------ unfiltered 
.-.-.-.-.. underfiltered 

Wiener-filtered 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . overfiltered 

FIG. 3.9 Influence of noise on 1-D coverage statistics (ibid. Fig. 16). 

Before ending this part of the discussion, we should cite the investigation of the 
effects of noise on the coverage statistics by Miller & Dimotakis (1991a). Briefly, 



they computed the coverage of level crossings derived from the unfiltered data ( cf. 
Figs. 3.2 and 3.3). The much-higher number of crossings computed from the un- 
filtered data dominated the coverage counts, for a surprisingly large scale range, 
which then reflected the behavior of the noise, rather than that of the scalar signal. 
In particular, a spurious region of near-constant coverage dimension was indicated 
by the noisy data, in contrast to the coverage statistics derived from the optimally- 
reconstructed scalar time trace, plotted in Fig. 3.4. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.9 
(Miller & Dimotakis 1991a, Fig. 16). We will revisit the issue of noise in the con- 
text of level-set analysis of two-dimensional scalar data, below. 

3.2 2-D spatial isoscalar behavior 

Two-dimensional, spatial measurements of the jet-fluid concentration field in 
liquid-phase, turbulent jets were recently reported by Catrakis & Dimotakis (1996a). 
The experiments, which relied on laser-induced fluorescence digital-imaging, inves- 
tigated transverse (jet-axis-normal) planar cuts in the far field ( z / d j  = 275) of 
turbulent jets and included a coverage analysis of isoscalar geometry. 

The experiments were conducted in the same facility used for the Miller & 
Dimot akis (1991a) experiments ( cf. Fig. 3.1), employing a galvanometrically-driven 
mirror to (linearly) sweep a collimated laser beam that formed the illumination sheet 
(cf. Fig. 2.5). The sectional images were recorded on a cryogenically-cooled, (1024 x 
1024)-pixel, CCD camera. The laser beam waist was estimated as wo 5 300 pm, 
with a Rayleigh range of f 12.5 cm (on either side of the waist). The field of view 
spanned to = 42 cm, contained the full transverse spatial extent of the turbulent- 
jet fluid at the measuring station, and corresponded to a pixel resolution of Xp M 

420 pm. Consequently, the image-plane-normal resolution was smaller than the in- 
plane (pixel) resolution in the center, and comparable to it near the edges of the 
field of view. 

At the downstream station in these experiments ( z / d j  = 275), it was verified 
that the low jet-plenum dye (disodium fluorescein) concentration, co 2.0 x M, 
produced negligible laser attenuation across the field of view. The image calibration 
procedure employed ensured that the measured scalar-field values were referenced, 
in absolute value, to the (pure) jet-plenum concentration, co . Spatial power spectral 
measurements indicated a digital-image signal-to-noise ratio in excess of 50 dB, i. e., 

in excess of 300:1, 



Frd. 3.10a Jet-fluid macentsation in tkre far-fldd Cz/dj = 278) of a twbulent jet, ~ l t  
R*:1:4.8 x 103. 



FIG. 3.10b Jet-fluid concentration in the far-field ( z / d j  = 275) of a turbulent jet at 
Re 11 9.0 x lo3.  





The jet far field was investigated for three Reynolds numbers: Re = 4.5 x lo3, 
9.0 x lo3, and 18 x lo3. Images of individual realizations of jet slices, for each of 
the three Reynolds numbers, are depicted in Figs. 3.10a-c. In these figures, false- 
colors have been assigned to the scalar values, starting from black for zero jet-fluid 
concentration (unmixed reservoir fluid), through blue, for low-concentration fluid, 
on to green, red, and yellow for increasing concentration levels. 

While the data in Figs. 3.10a-c are individual realizations and should be used 
with some caution in drawing general conclusions, they are representative and help 
illustrate some aspects of the Re-dependence of the geometry of the scalar field. In 
particular, the lowest Reynolds number flow (Re 2 4.5 x lo3) field data (Fig. 3.10a) 

indicate relatively high scalar gradients in the periphery (outer, low-speed region) 
of the jet. The false colors in the image data can be seen to transition from green 
and red, corresponding to moderately-high scalar concentrations, almost directly to 
black, corresponding to zero (negligible) scalar concentration, with very thin regions 
of intermediate scalar values (blue) in between. In contrast, the highest Reynolds 
number flow (Re E 18 x lo3) image indicates a relatively large portion of the field 
occupied by low-scalar-concentration fluid (blue) with correspondingly lower scalar 

gradients (almost no direct transitions from red to black) in the periphery of the jet. 
The intermediate Reynolds number (Re = 9 x lo3) flow slice also indicates lower 
scalar gradients in the periphery, with a low-concent rat ion region (blue). However, 
a substantially smaller area is occupied by it than at Re = 18 x lo3. 

At the intermediate Reynolds number, Re 2 9.0 x 1 03 (cf. Fig. 3.10b), the 
scalar-diffusion (full-wavelength) scale, A D ,  at the jet centerline conditions, is esti- 
mated to be approximately equal to the pixel size, Ap, i . e . ,  underresolved by a factor 
of 2 (per Nyquist's criterion), but much larger than the pixel size in the outer region 
of the jet, where the level sets have been computed. Also, at this Reynolds number, 
the time for the passage of the scalar-diffusion scale is estimated to be a factor of 
30 times larger than the exposure time of an individual pixel, on the jet axis, and 
larger yet in the outer regions of the jet. The images were acquired maintaining a 
constant product of the beam-scanning time, which scaled the time exposure per 
pixel, and the local flow velocity, over the Reynolds numbers investigated. These 
choices provided temporally- as well as spatially-resolved measurements of the scalar 
field, throughout the Reynolds number range, certainly in the intermediate- to-out er 
regions of the jet where level-set behavior was investigated. 

Figures 3.11a-c, compiled from the individual realization data reproduced in 
Figs. 3.13a-c, provide another view into these differences. These are histograraas 



FIG. 3.11a Jet-fluid concentration histogram derived from individual Re 2 4.5 x 103 
jet slice data (Fig. 3.10a). 

FIG. 3.1 1b Jet-fluid concentration histogram derived from individual Re 2 9 x %03 
jet slice data (Fig. 3.10b). 

of the number of pixels found in the designated scalar range, normalized by the 
tot a1 number of pixels in each image, with scalar concent rat ion values normalized 
by c,,f N ~ ~ 1 2 2 0 ,  for all the data. Again, it should be borne in mind that these rep- 
resent the statistics of the three individual realizations. As can be seen, the most 
probable value (mode) of jet-fluid concentration, in the lowest Reynolds number 
data (Fig. 3.11a), is at c/c,,f N 2, in contrast to that for the highest Reynolds num- 
ber data (Fig. 3.11c), for which the mode is at c/c,,f 1, reflecting the qualitative 



FIG. 3.1 1c Jet-fluid concentration histogram derived from individual Re .v 18 x 10" 
jet slice data (Fig. 3.10~). 

conclusion that was drawn on the basis of the false-color representation of the scalar 
values in Figs. 3.10. 

FIG. 3.12 Jet-fluid concentration pdf in the far-field (z/dj = 275) of a turbulent jet. 
Re z 4.5 x lo3: dotted line; Re z 9.0 x lo3: dashed line; Re z 18 x lo3: 
solid line. Three scalar-threshold values, cl , cz , and c3, are also indicated. 

An estimate of the scalar field (jet-fluid concentration) probability-density func- 
tions was made and are depicted in Fig. 3.12. Recall that these are spatially- 
normalized, representing the fraction of the area in each slice given to a range 



of scalar values, i. e., 

p(c) dc = IdA(c) l 
A0 

, 

where dA(c) is the (ensemble-averaged) image slice area over which the scalar values 
are between c and c + dc and A. is the total image slice area (e.g., Kuznetsov & 
Sabel'nikov 1990, p. 27). The estimated pdf 's indicate that scalar level-set measures 
may be expected to depend on both the threshold value employed to compute the 
level set, as well as the flow Reynolds number. Three scalar values are marked on the 
pdf abscissa: c2, in the vicinity of the local c-maximum for the two lower-Re flows, 
cl , in the vicinity of the local c-minimum - corresponding to the outer isosurface 
values - where (constant-D) fractal behavior has been reported (cf. Sreenivasan 
1991), and a high-level, c3, chosen such that c2 - cl = c3 - c2, to investigate inner 
isosurface behavior. 

Isoscalar contours (level sets) corresponding to the c = c2 intermediate thresh- 
old, for the data depicted in Figs. Fig. 3.10a-c, for each of the three Reynolds num- 
bers, are depicted in Figs. 3.13a-c, respectively, superimposed on the scalar-field 
data. 

Several features can be deduced from these spatial pdf data, that also manifest 
themselves in the associated isoscalar behavior. 

a. The scalar pdf values are very nearly matched for c 2 c2 , within statis- 
tical confidence. 

b. The data indicate a progressively increasing probability of encountering 
jet-fluid mixed to concentration levels c < c2 , with increasing Reynolds 

number. 

c. As a consequence of the spatial normalization employed, the spatial ex- 
tent of the jet, corresponding to low-concentration-level contours, may be 
expected to be Re-dependent. 

d. The data indicate a qualitative change between the lower-Re scalar pdf's 
(Re = 4.5 x lo3,  9.0 x lo3), which are characterized by a local maximum 
at c x c2, and the Re = 18 x lo3 pdf, consistent with the expectation of 
a mixing transition at Re 3 lo4  (recall discussion in Sec. 1.1). 

e. The isoscalar contours appear to be more convoluted at lower Reynolds 
number, becoming less complex with increasing Reynolds number. 

These observations will be discussed further below. 



FIG. 3.13a Level set at c = c:! of the jet-fluid concentration superimposed on scalar- 
image data in the far-field ( z / d j  = 275) of a turbulent jet. Re CY 4.5 x lo3. 



FIG. 3.13b Legend as in Fig. 3.13a: Re E 9.0 x lo3. 



FIG. 3 . 1 3 ~  Legend as in Fig. 3.13a: Re E 18 x lo3. 



FIG. 3.14 Isoscalar bounding box size, Sb(c; Re). Re E 4.5 x lo3: dotted line; 
Re N 9.0 x lo3: dashed line; Re !x 18 x lo3: solid line. 

In what follows, the spatial scale of the coverage boxes (tiles), A, is normalized 

by Sb (c; Re), the ensemble-averaged, threshold- and Re-dependent , bounding-box 
size (cf. Eq. 2.6). It encloses the portion of the scalar field whose value exceeds the 

threshold, c (e.g., Fig. 2.6a). The continuous dependence of Sb on the threshold, c, 
is plotted in Fig. 3.14, for each of the three Reynolds numbers investigated. It is 
interesting that, at low Reynolds numbers, the data indicate a weak dependence of 
Sb on threshold, for low threshold values, i.e., diminished mixing that would have 
otherwise produced intermediate scalar values in the outskirts of the turbulent jet 
region, 

The data suggest that, at high Reynolds numbers, Sb approaches a straight 
line, i. e., 

where Po cz 0.6 and P1 21 0.08.** This also indicates that the increased mixing in 
the outer regions of the jet has increased the transverse extent, or "reach", of the 
mixed (jet-plenum) fluid away from the jet axis. This can be directly discerned by 
comparing the mixed fluid region, for c-levels lower than c2, for each of the three 
Reynolds numbers, in Figs. 3.13a-c. In particular, fluid mixed to c < c2 (outside 
the c2 level set) occupies an increasing area in the image with a substantial jump 

** Equation 3.2 provides the correct scaling with z / d j .  It also appears in Catrakis & Dimotakis 
(1996a, Eq. 3.3), but as written there only applies to the particular downstream location, 
z / d j  = 275, of those experiments. 



in going from Re = 4.5 x lo3 and 9.0 x lo3, to Re = 18 x lo3, in accord with a 
mixing transition across this Re interval, as also noted earlier. 

FIG. 3.15 Coverage, N2(A), of isoscalar surfaces at Re rr 9.0 x lo3. c = cl: dotted 
line, crosses; c = cz: dashed line, diamonds; c = c3: solid line, circles. 
Recall that Sb = Sb (c; Re). 

Figure 3.15 shows the ensemble-averaged, two-dimensional coverage count, 
N2(X), of the level sets, for Re 21 9.0 x lo3. These are plotted for the three 
thresholds, cl, c2, and c3, with lines of increasing solidity denoting increasing scalar 
threshold. The points are joined by straight-line segments and represent the cov- 
erage counts computed at the indicated A-scales of the (binary) subpartitions of 
the bounding-box, in each case. Six images were ensemble averaged to estimate 
this statistic, permitting error bars (standard deviation of the mean count) to be 
estimated. They were smaller than the size of the symbols employed in the plot of 
Fig. 3.15. The coverage counts for the intermediate threshold, c = cz, are seen to 
be larger than for c = cl, or c = c3, in accord with the scalar pdf behavior at this 
Reynolds number. 

The coverage dimension, D2 (A), computed as a direct, second-order, (centered) 
finite differenc'e of the N2(X) data in Pig. 3.15, is shown in Pig. 3.1 6. The threshold 
dependence of the coverage dimension also reflects the scalar pdf behavior at this 
Reynolds number with D2(A) largest, over most of the scale range, at the interme- 



FIG. 3.16 Coverage dimension, D2(X), of isoscalar surfaces at Re ci 9.0 x lo3 (cf. 
Fig. 3.15). Line/symbol legend as in Fig. 3.15. 

diate threshold, c2. It is seen that the dimension is a function of scale, increasing 
monotonically and continuously with scale, from near unity, at the smallest scales, 
to 2, at the largest scales, i. e., 

dD2 (A) 
dX 

> 0 , with, 1 < D2(X) < 2 . 

The bounds are the topological dimension, dt = 1, and the embedding dimension, 
d = 2, as expected for a nondecreasing coverage dimension with scale (recall Eqs. 2.8 

and 2.10, and related discussion). 

Figure 3.17 shows the Re-dependence of the coverage dimension, derived from 
the coverage data for the cg level sets. These data are in substantial agreement with 
the Miller & Bimotakis (1991a) 1-D temporal on-axis (Fig. 3.5) and off-axis (Fig. 3.6) 
coverage data as well as with their 1-D spatial (Fig. 3.8) data. In particular, the 2-D 
spatial data do not support the proposal of constant-D fractal scaling. They also 
indicate that the coverage dimension decreases, in the range of moderate-to-large 
scales, as Re increases, as also indicated by the Miller & Dimotakis (1991a) coverage- 
dimension data (reproduced in Fig. 3.5, above). This is interesting in that it suggests 
that the complexity of the level sets, as measured here by Da(X), decreases (cf. 
Figs. %.la and 2.lb) with increasing Reynolds number at intermediate scales. 



FIG. 3.17 Reynolds-number dependence of coverage dimension, D2 (A), at the in- 
termediate scalar threshold, ca. Re = 4.5 x lo3: dotted line, crosses; 
Re 2 9.0 x lo3: dashed line, triangles; Re = 18 x lo3: solid line, squares. 

While the quantitative results depend on scalar threshold, the qualitative be- 
havior is relatively insensitive to this choice. As noted above (Sec. 2. I), it has been 
argued (Sreenivasan 1991) that constant-D scaling should be applicable to jet-fluid 
isoscalars in the outer regions of the turbulent jet. Such scalar level sets correspond 
to lower thresholds ( e.g., c = cl ) one of which is depicted in Fig. 3.18. A compilation 
of the coverage dimension for the (outer) cl level sets, is plotted in Fig. 3.19. No 
constant-D scaling range is indicated by the data for these outer contours either, 
Notably, the dependence of D2(A; c = cl )  on Reynolds number is relatively weak 
and does not reflect the jump in behavior seen in the scalar pdf, for example, be- 
tween the lower and higher Reynolds numbers; coverage st atistics capture different 
measures than scalar pdf's, for example. 

It is interesting to study the Reynolds-number dependence of the (normalized) 
isoscalar coverage length, i. e., 

This notion is derived from the posthumous publication of Ptichardson9s (1961) 
proposal, that provides a measure of the length of coastlines (recall Figs. 2.2 and 
2.3 and related discussion) and brought to general attention by Mandelbrot (1967, 



FIG. 3.18 Level set for c = c19 derived from Re = 9.0 x lo3 image data. 

1977). In  chards son's analysis, the count N2(X) was estimated by the number, 
N(A), of A-steps in the "stretched-string" algorithm (recall Eqs. 2.1 and 2.5 and 
related discussion). In the case of the turbulent-jet level-set contours, it was derived 
from the coverage counts depicted in Fig. 3.15, as was also done in the Feder (1988) 
analysis of the Norwegian fjords (Fig. 2.3). The results for the c2 level sets are 



FIG. 3.19 Reynolds-number dependence of coverage dimension, Dz (A), at the lower 
threshold, cl (outer contours). Legend as in Fig. 3.13. 
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FIG. 3.20 Normalized coverage length, L(X)/bb = AN2(X)/6b, derived from coverage 
data used to compute the Re-dependent D2(X), at cz (cb Fig. 3.17). 



depicted in Fig. 3.20. Note that the limit, 

represents the (coverage) arc-length per unit area within the bounding box. At 
this intermediate threshold, the coverage-lengt h data indicate a decreasing level- 
set length-to-area ratio, with increasing Reynolds number. This is an important 
result and also seen in the D2(X) behavior. It can be attributed to increased mixing 
(and homogenization) of the scalar field, relative to stirring, for this turbulent-jet 
flow, with increasing Reynolds number. This is also apparent in the streamwise 
slices of the scalar-field depicted in Figs. 1.3a,b and is in accord with previous, 
high-resolution point measurements, on the jet axis, that indicate a decrease in 
scalar fluctuations (increased mixing) with increasing Reynolds number (Miller & 
Dimotakis 1991b, Fig. 4). We'll discuss other manifestations of this behavior below. 
The small-scale limit of the coverage length, as normalized by the perimeter of 
the bounding box, yields L(X -+ 0)/(4Sb) x 11. In other words, the turbulent 
convection-diffusion process generates scalar level sets approximately an order of 
magnitude longer (by this measure) than the bounding-box perimeter. 

FIG. 3.21 &(A), computed for level sets at low thresholds. c/crei = cl /crer = 0.6 
(solid line), 0.5 (long-dash line), 0.4 (short-dash line), 0.3 (dot-dash line), 
0.2 (triple-dot-dash line), 0.1 (dotted line, squares), and 0.104 (dotted 
line, crosses). 



The effects of noise on the two-dimensional level set coverage statistics were 
also investigated (Catrakis 1996, Appendix B). In particular, it was found that for 
threshold levels substantially lower than el (cf. Fig. 3.12), the level sets extended 
progressively beyond the main body of the mixed fluid, i. e., in regions of low (local) 
signal-to-noise ratio. The el-level set for a Re = 9 . 0 ~ 1 0 ~  run is depicted in Fig. 3.18, 
for reference (subst ant ially free of noise). 

Level set for c = 0 . 1 0 4 ~ ~ ~ ~  R c1/6, yielding near-constant-D behavior 
(due to noise). Isoscalar derived from same image data used in Fig. 3.18. 

A progression of level sets, for very low threshold values, c 5 cl (cf. Fig. 3.12), 
was processed to extract the corresponding coverage dimension, D2 (A; c). This is 



depicted in Fig. 3.21. As can be seen, as the threshold is lowered below cl , Dz (A; c )  
evolves, passing through a near-const ant coverage-dimension regime, which was 
encountered at c/cref = 0.104 M c1/6. The effective coverage dimension, at this 
threshold, can be seen to be very nearly constant, with D2 M 1.25 f 0.05, in a scale 

range, -2.5 5 loglO(A/Sb) 5 - 1.0. 

Considering the interest in constant-D fractal scaling, it is illustrative to exam- 
ine the level set that begets this result. It is reproduced in Fig. 3.22. As can be seen, 
the level set of the measured image field, at this very low threshold, in addition to 
the evident imprint of the low-level isoscalar contour, has a significant contribution 
stemming from the noise "dust" in the image. As was noted by Miller & Dimotakis 
(1991a), level sets derived from low signal-to-noise data can be dominated by the 
characteristics of noise and yield coverage behavior more reflective of it, rather than 
the geometry of the (scalar) field under investigation. 

4. Consequences of scale-dependent geometry 

The preceding overview of the experimental results on level-set behavior in 
turbulent jets, as well as those stemming from reports in both fluid-mechanics and 
other contexts (Secs. 2.1 and 2.2) necessitate a generalization of the framework of 
coverage dimensions that allows scale-dependent level-set behavior. This is a nat- 
ural extension of the constant-D framework that is dictated by phenomena whose 
dynamics are not scale invariant. In general, scale-dependent objects may be re- 

garded as possessing a higher level of complexity than constant-D sets. The notion 
was addressed by Mikhailov & Loskutov (1991), for example, who discussed a three- 
level hierarchy of complexity, in which Level 1 can be assigned to Euclidean objects 
(circles, squares), Level 2 objects are (const ant- D) fractals, with Level 3 reserved 
for more complex objects yet, with a scale-dependent structural complexity. 

Revisiting the Koch island archipelago (Fig. 2.7) illustrates the point. At larger 
scales, the coverage st atistics would be dominated by the Poisson-distributed st atis- 
tics of positions of the Koch islands. On the other hand, in the limit of scales smaller 
than the Koch island extent, the fractal character of the individual islands will pre- 
vail. Coverage statistics that span the two scaling regimes will yield a coverage 
dimension, D(A), that reflects the two-scale character of this set, transitioning from 
the constant (triadic) Koch-island coverage dimension, at small scales, to a variable- 
D scale regime, at larger scales, reflecting the Poisson-distributed positions, as we'll 
discuss below. 



For both turbulent-flow level sets, as well as other geometrical structures, such 
as the Koch island archipelago, the level-set geometry statistics can be captured, in 
a uniform manner, by the proposed scale-dependent-fractal (SDF) framework. This 
was presented by Catrakis & Dimotakis (1996a, Sec. 5) and is described below. 

4.1 SDF framework 

Scale-dependent-fract a1 (SDF) objects exhibit a variable coverage dimension 
(Eq. 2.14), 

d log ATd (A) 
Dd(X) = - 

d log X (4.1) 

Objects exhibiting scale-invariarit (Eq. 2.2), constant-D, or power-law-fractal (PLF) 
behavior, over some range of scales, can then be regarded as a special case. The 
geometry of an object will be considered as SDF if, 

while it will be PLF (constant-D), in a range of scales, if, 

in that scale range. 

The SDF dimension, Dd(X), can be expected to tend to the topological dimen- 
sion, dt, at the smallest scales, and to the embedding dimension, d, at the largest 
scales. i. e., 

where 6 is the largest characteristic scale of the set (cf. Dimotakis f 991 and discus- 
sion in Sec. 2, above). For data confined in a bounding box, the SDF dimension will 
approach the embedding dimension at the scale 6 = hb (the bounding-box size).t 

The SDF geometric-coverage law that follows from Eq, 4.1 is given, in differen- 
tial form. bv 

t If D d ( X )  is monotonic with scale, the limiting values in equation (4 .4)  will also be the bounding 
values. As noted above, non-monotonicity of the SDF dimension is possible, however, for 
cluster-like structures, for example. Scale-local clustering may lead to SDF dimension values 
that are below the topological dimension, in a range of scales. 



Notably (cf. Eq. 2.3), 

if Dd(A) # const. , then Nd(X) 91 x - ~ ~ ( * )  (4.6) 

Integrating the differential coverage relation (Eq. 4.5) from some reference scale, 

A l ,  we obtain (cf. Takayasu 1982, 1992) 

and, if the set possesses a bounding scale, Sb, we also have, since Nd(Sb) = 1, 

,(A) = exp { lb Dd(A1) } 
In contrast to PLFs, SDF coverage is, in general, a nonlocal function of scale, with 
geometric structure across the whole range of scales potentially contributing to the 

coverage at any one scale. 

A useful coverage measure is the coverage fraction, Fd(X), or (embedding space) 
volume-fill fraction, of the set at a scale A,  defined as (cf. Dimotakis 1991), 

where, for a finite domain, Nd,tot(X) is the total number of d-dimensional parti- 
tioning boxes of the Sb-bounding box.$ The coverage fraction can be identified as 
the geometric probability that a randomly placed A-box, interior to the bounding 
Sb-box, contains part of the set. The coverage fraction, as opposed to the SDF 
dimension, must be a nondecreasing function of scale (cf. Eq. 4.2), i. e., 

at all scales. The logarithmic derivative of Fd(X) follows from Eqs. 4.1 and 4-9, 

log Fd(X) = d - Dd (A) , 
d log X 

$ These relations can be extended to spatially-unbounded sets, in which case the ISb-bounding 
box size is selected to exceed the scale sizes of interest and Nd,tot(X) = ( 6 t , / ~ ) ~ .  



which is the SDF codimension. The limiting behavior of the coverage fraction is 
(cf. Eq. 4.4), - Xd-dt , as X -+ Q ; 

(4.12) 
- + I 7  as 4 Sb . 

Integrating Eq. 4.11 from a coverage scale, A, to the largest scale, Sb, the SDF 
relation for the coverage fraction becomes (cf. Eq. 4.7), 

since Fd(Sb) = 1 (cf. Eq. 4.12). The extent to which a SDF set fills space, therefore, 
varies with scale and, potentially, depends on the geometric behavior at all scalesoft 

The above SDF statistics can be connected to the distribution of (various mea- 
sures of) scales of the set S. The coverage fraction, Fd(X), can be identified as the 
geometric probability that a (randomly-placed) A-box covers part of S, as noted 
above (Eq. 4.9). It can also be interpreted as a cumulative distribution function of 
a measure of spatial scales, in the following sense. For a scale increment, AX, the 
coverage fraction can be written as, 

The differential coverage fraction, in this integral, can be associated with a proba- 
bility density function of a measure of scales, fd(X), where 

In this expression, fd(X) is the probability density function of the largest-empty-boa: 
(LEB) scale, A, i.e., the size of the largest box that is empty, i.e., covers no part of 
S, as discussed below. 

Consider a A-box and a (AX/2)-wide strip, around the A-box, as illustrated in 
Fig. 4.1. The identification of fd(A), in (4.15), with the largest-empty-box scales 
can be established by considering the probabilities of the following three events: 

A = { (A + AX)-box covers part of S ) 

B zz { A-box covers part of S ) 

C - { (AA/2)-wide strip, around A-box covers part of S ) 

f t  For PLF sets, for which d - Bd(A) = d - Dd = const., Eg. 4.13 recovers, F d ( X )  oh AdeBda 



The geometric probabilities of events A, B, and C are related as follows, 

Since, 
Fd(A+AA) = P { A )  and Fd(A) = P{B)  , (4.17) 

we have (cf. Eq. 4.14), 

i.e., the probability that the (AA/2)-wide strip, around a A-box, covers part of S 
and that the A-box is empty. 

FIG. 4.1 Illustration of a A-box and a (A + AX)-box, for relating geometric psoba- 
bilities of coverage. An example of a LEB is also depicted. 

This relation allows the connection between the coverage statistics and the 
distribution of this (multidimensional) measure of spatial scales, A. In this context, 
this scale is identified as the size of the LEB containing a randomly-located point, 
P, but no part of S, i.e., is empty. Equivalently, the scale A is a measure of (twice) 
the distance from a point P to the nearest element of S. 



From Eq. 4.15, we see that fd(X) satisfies the required normalization condition 
over the range of spatial scales, i. e. ( cf. Eq. 4.12), 

Integrating Eq. 4.15, we have, 

This allows a direct connection between the SDF dimension, Dd(X), and the 

distribution of LEB scales, fd(X), i. e., 

This can be inverted to yield the LEB scale pdf from the SDF dimension, i. e. (cf. 
Eqs. 4.13 and 4.15)) 

Equations 4.21 and 4.22 may be regarded as a SDF transform pair in d-dimensional 
space, 

From these relations, we can derive the small-scale behavior of fd(X). In par- 
ticular (cfi Eqs. 4.12 and 4.15), 

In this expression, cd is a constant we will discuss below. The case dt = d - 1 is an 
important special case and applies, for example, to isoscalar surfaces, as created and 
described by the scalar convection-diffusion equation (Eq. f -16). The case dt < d- l 
corresponds to points in 2-D, space-curves in 3-D, etc. The large-scale behavior of 

fd(X) is given by (cf. Eq. 4.12), 

unconditionally, 



4.2 One-dimensional scale distribution 

Exploratory investigations of the mean spacing, I,, of zero-crossings of 1-D 
velocity signals in turbulence were reported and discussed by Liepmann (1949). 
Measurements of the corresponding spacing pdf have been approximated by Poisson 

statistics in turbulent boundary layers by Sreenivasan e t  al. (1983), and Kailasnath 
& Sreenivasan (1993). 

Lognormal spacings were also reported by Sreenivasan e t  al. (1983), for some 
of their data, for level crossings in 1-D in various turbulent flows, including level- 
crossings of 1-D velocity measurements in turbulent boundary layers. One-dimensional 
records of the streamwise velocity in turbulent boundary layers were found by 
Sreenivasan & Meneveau (1986) to have level sets qualitatively resembling Pois- 
son spacings and exhibited a (nonconst ant- D) coverage behavior that the authors 
attributed to the random point spacings they found were described by (near-) Pois- 

son statistics. In a subsequent discussion, however, Sreenivasan (1991) reported 
constant fractal dimensions from such signals. In what follows, we will discuss the 
relation between level-set spacings and coverage statistics. 

.O 1 . O  2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 

log(X1 (arb. units) 

FIG. 4.2 Comparison of DI(X), derived from 1-D scalar measurements in turbulent 
jets (Re = 5800), with a model based on a lognormal pdf of spacing scales 
(Miller & Dimotakis 1991a, Fig. 9). 



In an effort to model the coverage behavior of level sew ol tnear 1-D measure- 
ments of concentration in turbulent jets, Miller & Dimotakis (1991a) noted that 
random, lognormally-spaced points are characterized with a SDF dimension that 

can provide a good (two-parameter) fit to D1(A), as experimentally determined 
from their turbulent-jet data. Pdf's of the measured crossing spacings indepen- 

dently showed that the lognormal distribution is a good approximation. Figure 4.2, 
from their paper, includes the result for a Reynolds number of 5800. Level sets of 
1-D scalar signals derived from plumes dispersing in the atmospheric surface layer 
(Yee et al. 1995) were also found to be described by lognormal statistics. 

The preceding discussion suggests that there may exist a relation between the 

spacing statistics of 1-D signals and the associated coverage dimension. It also 
points to an apparent contradiction stemming from reports of constant fractal di- 
mensions derived from the analysis of data reported to be well-described by Poisson, 
or lognormal, statistics. 

The connection between the spacing statistics in 1-D level sets and the coverage 
dimension can be established (Catrakis & Dimotakis 1996b). Based on the relation 

of Fl(A) and the probability, pl,,(l), of an empty I-interval on the 1-D level-set 
record, the general result, 

follows. This can be inverted (analytically) to obtain pl(l), given Da(X). By way 
of example, for a Poisson distribution, 

e-l / lm 

pl(1) = - , and &(A) = I - 
XIIm 

1m exI 'm - 1 ' 

Expressions for lognormal and (truncated) power-law spacings pdf's were also de- 
rived. Significantly, while constant-D fractal scaling generally implies power-law 
spacing statistics, the converse is not true. The nonlocal relation (Eq. 4.25) be- 
tween Dl (A) and pl (A) may result in a scale-dependent D1(A), even if pl (A) is 
power-law for a substantial range of scales. 

The spacing pdf, pl (k), can also be connected to the one-dimensional largest- 
empty-box (LEB) size pdf, fl(A), and is given by (cf. Eq. 4.15), 
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The generalization to two (and higher) dimensions can be made in terms of the LEB 
size pdf, fd(X),  as was discussed in the previous section. The notion of "spacings", 
as used here, is restricted to one-dimensional data. 

An account of this analysis was reported by Catrakis & Dimotakis (1996b) and 
is also discussed elsewhere in this NATO/ASI series (Catrakis & Dimotakis 1996~). 

4.3 Two-dimensional scale distribution 

Using the analytical results discussed in Sec. 4.1, the pdf of the LEB scale 
distribution, f2(X), was computed from the two-dimensional scalar data, discussed 
in Sec. 3.2, at Re rr 9.0 x lo3, for the same three scalar thresholds: cl, c2, and 
c3. This is depicted in Fig. 4.3, with lines of increasing solidity denoting increasing 
threshold, as before (recall that the intermediate threshold, c2, corresponds to the 
peak of the scalar pdf). This is a normalized pdf over the range of scales. For a 
given threshold, fi(X) is seen to be larger at smaller scales, approaching a constant 

value at the smallest scales, 

lim { f d ( X ) )  = ~ ( c ;  Re) , A-o (4.27) 

as expected for level sets consisting of lines (curves) in a plane, i.e., for geometric 
sets with dt = d - 1 (recall Eq. 4.23 and related discussion). 

The data indicate a higher probability density of LEB scales, at small scales, 
for the c2 threshold corresponding to the neighborhood of the peak of the scalar pdf. 
The small-scale limit, f2 (X  --+ 0) = c2(c; Re), is a measure of the surface-to-volume 

ratio (perimeter-to-area ratio in 2-D) of the isosurface. The highest surface-to- 
volume ratio is observed at the c2 threshold. 

The Re dependence of the LEB scale pdf, f2(X), is shown in Fig. 4.4. A sys- 
tematic trend with increasing Re is evident. Specifically, the small-scale limit of the 
LEB scale pdf decreases with increasing Re, i.e., the surface-to-volume (perimeter- 
to-area) ratio is decreasing with increasing Re. This, perhaps, surprising result can 
be seen in the SDF dimension behavior (cf. Fig. 3.17) - from which it is derived 
(Eq. 4.22) - with D2(X) decreasing with increasing Re. It is also in accord with the 
conspicuous Re-dependence of the coverage length, L(X) (cf. Fig. 3.20 and related 
discussion), which is derived directly from the coverage counts (Eq. 3.4). 



FIG. 4.3 Pdf of LEB scales, fi(A), for isoscalar surfaces at Re 2 9.0 x lo3. c = cl: 
dotted line, crosses; c = c2: dashed line, diamonds; c = c3: solid line, 
circles. Recall (Fig. 3.14) that Sb = Sb(c; Re). 

FIG. 4.4 Re dependence of LEB scale pdf, f2(X), at the intermediate threshold, c2. 
Lines of increasing solidity denote increasing Re. 

The scale dependence on Reynolds number is better illustrated in terms of 
the pdf, f2(log A), of log A. This is depicted in Fig. 4.5. These data indicate that 



FIG. 4.5 Re dependence of pdf of the logarithm of LEB scales, f2(log A), for c = c2. 
Lines of increasing solidity denote increasing Re. 

small-scale regions of the flow are more likely to be visited by the isosurfaces; a 
lower probability of finding a largest-empty-box region of that size, as the Reynolds 
number is increased. Additionally, the expectation value of the LEB scale (as well as 
the most probable) is increasing with increasing Reynolds number, i.e., the mean 
distance from a point in the interior of the bounding box to the ca isosurface is 
increasing with increasing Reynolds number. 

These observations, taken collectively, indicate enhanced molecular mixing, 
that is responsible for (local) scalar-field homogenization, relative to stirring (recall 

discussion in See. 1.2)) that is responsible for isoscalar surface-area generation, with 
increasing Reynolds number. This occurs at thresholds corresponding to isoscalar 
surfaces (contours) mostly to be found in the intermediate-radius (high-shear) re- 
gions of the jet. This can be gleaned directly, in retrospect, from the level-set 
contours in Figs. 3.13a,b1c. An examination of these three images confirms this 
(possibly counterintuitive) conclusion, i.e., that the geometric complexity of the ca 
isocontour is decreasing, as the Reynolds number increases. 



4.4 Two-dimensional size distribution 

Level sets of jet-fluid concentration consist of multiple, disjoint, closed, isoscalar 
contours of varying size and shape. These isoscalar contours may be viewed as either 
"islands9', or "lakes", depending on whether the neighboring interior isosurfaces are 

at a higher, or lower, threshold, respectively (Fig. 3.18). The largest island in each 
image realization may be regarded as the "continent". 

The pdf of the islandllake sizes, pA(~112/&),  with size defined as the square- 
root of the area enclosed by the contour, All2, is depicted in Fig. 4.6. The lakelisland 
data were compiled from all the 2-D slice data recorded at a Reynolds number of 
9.0 x lo3 and computed for level-set contours at the intermediate threshold, c2. 
See Fig. 3.13b and Catrakis & Dimotakis (1996c, Fig. 5) for examples of individual 
realizations. Several hundred islands and lakes are found in each suck image, with 
several thousand included in the statistics in Fig. 4.6. A Gaussian fit of the data 
(in these coordinates) is included in Fig. 4.6. The quality of the fit indicates that a 
lognormal distribution provides a good description of isoscalar islandllake sizes, at 
the inner scales (Catrakis & Dimotakis 1996b). 

FIG. 4.6 Probability density function of size, ~ l f ~ ,  of isoscdar islands/lakes (Re = 
9.0 x lo3). Solid curve: Gaussian fit (in these coordinates). 



This result is in accord with measurements of the (horizontal) size of clouds 

and radar-echo regions, for which a lognormal distribution was found in a variety 
of atmospheric conditions (Lopez 1977). Also consistent are the previously-cited 
findings of lognormal distributions of level-crossing (spacing) scales derived from 
1-33 scalar measurements in liquid-phase turbulent jets (Miller & Dimotakis 1991a) 

and in plumes in the atmospheric surface layer (Yee et al. 1995). 

Arguments for lognormal statistics have been put forth by Kolmogorov (1941b, 

1962)) Oboukhov (1962)) Lopez (1977)) Bernal (1988), and others, as applicable 
to stochastic fragmentation (or growth/amalgamation) processes, such as may be 
expected to occur in turbulence and mixing. 

5. Three-dimensional scalar data 

Before concluding, we should recall that turbulence - and the fields it gen- 
erates - lives in three-dimensional space, x = (x, y, z), and, by being unsteady, 

generates scalar and other fields that are four dimensional (three space dimensions, 
plus time), e.g., concentration fields, c = c(x, t) = c(x, y, z ,  t ) .  The advent of high 
framing-rate digital-image techniques, in conjunction with laser-induced fluores- 
cence diagnostics, offer the promise of recording three- and four-dimensional, quan- 
tit ative information of turbulent flows. Reports to date have documented imaging 
of small portions of turbulent flows at the inner scales (e.g., Prasad & Sreenivasan 
1990b; Dahm et al. 1991; Merkel et al. 1996), as well as investigations of large-scale 
structure by whole-field imaging (e.g., Yoda et al. 1994). 

Preliminary experiments to investigate the geometry of outer scalar isosurfaces 

from 3-D whole-field measurements are also in progress in our laboratory. This work 
represents a collaborative effort with J. Janesick, A. Collins, and T. Elliott of JPL; 
and D. Lang and D. Laidlaw of Caltech. In these experiments, three-dimensional 
space-time measurements (2-D space, plus time) of the jet-fluid concentration were 
obtained at the same far-field station (z/dj = 275) of a liquid-phase turbulent jet by 
imaging the laser-induced fluorescence in the plane perpendicular to the jet axis and 
recording successive images as a function of time. Figure 5.1 shows a schematic of 
the flow geometry and associated imaging, as well as of the 3-D (fixed-z) slice space- 
time data, a. e., c(x, y, t; z = 275dj). The jet Reynolds number was Re = 9.0 x lo3. 
For the data presented here, the framing rate was, approximately, 1 -frame/s, with 
1024~ pixels/frame. 
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FIG. 5.1 Schematic of flow geometry, associated imaging, and space-time data for 
3-D (2-D in space, plus time) scalar-field measurements in a turbulent jet. 

The successive-frame image data (30 frames total) were normalized and cal- 
ibrated, pixel by pixel, using an ensemble-average of 8 background-noise images 
and 8 uniform-concentration images, using the same procedure as with the data in 
Figs. 3.10a-c. The signal-to-noise ratio of the data was also approximately 300:1, 
as estimated from the a 50dB amplitude range in the scalar power spectra. The 
total image-data were then comprised of 1024 x 1024 x 30 = 30 Mpixels of 1Zbit 
data. 

A 256x 256 x25 portion of the image data was selected, near the outer boundary 
of the jet, to form the 3-D space-time images. In that region, the fluid velocity e m  

be substantia'Ply lower than in the interior, Additiondly, the successive, 256 x 256, 
subframe regions that were processed were selected as exhibiting a low rate of change 
from one temporal slice to the next. While, even for that portion, the scalar field 





must be regarded as temporally undersampled, in the strict sense, the resulting 
space-time image can be used to visualize the structure of the (outer) isosurfaces. 

A 3-D rendering of an outer (low scalar threshold) isosurface portion, in this 
three-dimensional space-time volume, computed by D. Laidlaw of the Caltech Com- 
puter Science Department, is depicted in Fig. 5.2. In the computer visualization, a 
light source was positioned in this space-time volume and illuminated the, approx- 
imately, three million polygonal facets that were required to render the isosurface. 
Color codes time, with red marking early time (rear) and yellow late time (front). 

The selected scalar isosurface is seen to have a complex geometry, indicating 
the existence of both sheet-like ("lasagna") structures, with evidence of developing 
Kelvin-Helmholz instabilities (top right), isoscalar surfaces wrapped around tube- 

like ("spaghetti") structures (top left), as well as composite topologies, not readily 
classifiable, near the bottom. The three-dimensional geometrical structure of such 
isosurfaces can be analyzed by the natural extensions of the framework that was 
used for the 1-D and 2-D data discussed above. 

6. Summary and conclusions 

Proposals and experimental evidence, from both numerical simulations and 
laboratory experiments, regarding the behavior of level sets in turbulent flows have 
been discussed. A few important conclusions can be drawn from this overview. 

l[soscalar surfaces in turbulent flows, at least in liquid-phase turbulent jets, 
where sufficient experimental evidence is available, appear to have a geometry that 
is more complex than (const ant- D) fractal. Their description requires an extension 
of the original, scale-invariant, fractal framework that can be cast in terms of a 

variable (scale-dependent) coverage dimension, Dd(X). We have accepted the terms, 
scale-dependent-fract a1 (SDF) set and scale-dependent-fract a1 dimension, the latter 
originally employed by Mark & Aronson (1984), to accommodate the description of 
sets exhibiting such behavior. 

Sets exhibiting constant-D behavior have been termed "power-law-fractal9' 
(PLF) sets and may be regarded as a special case. It is found that while constant-D 
scaling, generally, implies power-law, point-spacing statistics, in one-dimension, for 
example, the converse is not true. Power-law spacing statistics, over a significant 
(but finite) range of scales, may not produce constant-6) fractal scaling. 



The extended, scale-dependent framework allows level-set coverage statistics to 
be related to other quantities of interest. In addition to the pdf of point-spacings (in 
I-D), it can be related to the scale-dependent surface-to-volume (perimeter-to-area 
in 2-D) ratio, as well as the distribution of sizes of empty-space regions, i . e . ,  in the 
case of level sets, the distribution of the length-scale of regions not visited by the 
isosurface. This latter statistic yields a measure of the distance from a random point 
in the domain to the set. This framework allows level-set geometry, in general, and 
scalar mixing, in particular, to be studied in terms of quantitative measures that 

are useful in many contexts. 

The application of this SDF framework to the study of turbulent-jet mixing 
indicates that the geometric measures of the scalar (jet-fluid concentration) level-set 
field depend on both scalar threshold and flow Reynolds number. There is every 
reason to believe that this conclusion may be expected to apply to other turbulent 

flows as well and that no universal behavior need exist. 

As regards mixing, the quantitative isoscalar analysis facilitated by the new 
tools indicate increased mixing with increasing Reynolds number, in liquid-phase 
turbulent jets, at least for the range of Reynolds numbers for which reliable data are 
available. This results in a progressively less-complex level-set geometry, at least 
in liquid-phase turbulent jets, with increasing Reynolds number. This, perhaps 
surprising, result is discernible in the scalar and isoscalar image data directly, in 

retrospect, and can be attributed to the increasingly effective homogenization of the 
scalar field and the at tendant simpler isoscalar geometry with increasing Reynolds 
number. 

By a number of measures, liquid-phase turbulent-jet flows exhibit a mixing 
transition, at a Reynolds number in the vicinity of lo4, as has been documented to 
also occur in many other flows. Turbulent flows at Reynolds numbers below this 
value should, probably, not be regarded as fully-developed. 

In liquid-phase turbulent jets, the spacings in one-dimensional records, as 
well as the size distribution of individual "islands9' and "lakes" in two-dimensional 
isoscalar slices, where size is defined as the square root of the area of the individ- 
ual islands and lakes, are found to be well described by lognormal statistics in the 
small-scale range. The scale-dependent coverage dimension derived from such sets 
is also in accord with lognormal statistics, in the small-scale range. Such statistics 
may be expected to apply to other flows, as well. 



The t echnology that has yielded the preliminary three-dimensional data in 
turbulent flows, by us and others, along with data from the computational world, 
hold the promise of quantitative analysis of the full dimensionality of turbulence 
and its dynamics, across the whole range of scales, for the first time. If, as we have 
argued, a minimum Reynolds number is required for turbulence to attain its fully- 

developed character, perhaps the laboratory will be able to help us sooner than 
numerical simulations. Even in the laboratory, however, it is also on the computer 
we must rely to acquire, store, and analyze the demanding volume and rate of the 
new multi-dimensional experimental data. 

In conclusion, recent data and a new geometric framework have provided ad- 
ditional information and tools that have helped probe the complex geometric sig- 
natures of turbulence. While the insight, thus far, derived from the new vantage 
point has been primarily descriptive, one may hope that it will also add to the 

experimental and theoretical means by which the dynamics of turbulence can be 
analyzed. It is too early to say whether these new tools will result in substan- 
tive progress in our quest to understand the behavior of turbulence, qualitatively 
and quantitatively. An important part of the complex natural world we live in, 
turbulence has intrigued observers from the earliest instances of recorded thought 
and has, for the most part, defied an adequate description. Perhaps because, as 

Heracleitos remarked many years ago, 

or, "Nature likes to conceal itself," or, to be more precise, 6'. . . likes to conceal 
herself." The word nature is feminine and there can be no doubt that, in the eyes 
of the ancient Greeks, nature was a woman. 
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